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Abstract 

The difficulties in understanding severely asymmetrical flows in wide-angled 

diffusers are associated with a lack of sufficient experimental data and ac

curate flow prediction methods. The results presented in this thesis address 

this inadequacy. The first objective of this study was to prO\'ide a reliable 

data bank contribution, whereby the complete velocity and static pressure 

fields, and pressure recovery data for unvaned wide-angled diffusers in the 

fully stalled flow regime are experimentally measured. The measurements 

were carried out at Reynolds numbers between 1.07 x 105 and 2.14 x 105 

based on inlet hydraulic diameter and centreline velocity for diffusers whose 

divergence angles were between 30° and 50°. Variation of Reynolds number 

did not significantly affect the velocity profiles. By increasing the velocity 

from 10 mls to 20 mis, the static pressure recO\'ery increased by 8.31 %. How

e\'er, as the divergence angle was increased, a similar increase in the Reynolds 

number resulted in a higher percentage increase in pressure recovery. 

Due to the adverse pressure gradient along the diffuser walls in wide

angled diffusers, the attached flow separates from one diwrging ,,'all and 

remains attached permanently to the other v;all. This process is called 

·stalling'. Tests performed to determine the wall to v;hich the flow remained 

attached led to the conclusion that the wall of preference in both the physical 

and computational models was totally random. Experimental results showed 

t hat regardless of the wall to which the flO\\' was attached. both the velocity 
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ABSTRACT 

and pressure fields were replicated with discrcpancies below 2<lr. 

The second objective of the study was to introduce inlet vanes to the 

diffuser and investigate the change in the pressure recovery dat a due to this 

inclusion. There was a marked improvement in the pressure recovery while 

operating in this high loss regime of the fully developed stall. with the pres

sure recovery coefficients increasing by more than 757c in all cases. 

The third objective of the study was to numerically model all the physical 

flows with and \\'ithout the vanes. Other difflls<T gcolllctries whose prcssun~ 

recovery data are available in the literature ,\'ere included for comparison. 

In tot al. ten diffuser geometries \\'ere modeled. Four eddy viscosity models 

that are known to give reasonable predictions for flows in ad,'erse pressure 

gradients were used. namely; the standard k - E. realizable k - E. \Vilcox 

k - w and ~\denter shear stress transport (SST) k - w models. 

In all the four models, computations were performed using the finite 

volume commercial code, FLUENT. Solution of the modeled equations was 

carried out using the segregated numerical scheme approach with the gov

erning equations being implicitly linearized. Discretization of the transport 

equations was done by use of the QUICK discretization scheme. Grid conver

gence was achie\'ed when the number of cells in the computational domain 

v,ere 229.-1-10. 

All four models showed comparable performance in the prediction of the 

wl()('itv profiles. The k - ( models however consistently owr-predicted wall 

static pressures b~' more than 200% and failed to predict the separation bub

ble that was experimentally observed on the unstalled wall near the diffuser 

entry. The \\'ilcox k - w model under-predicted the ,,'all static pressure by 

1-1.66CJr. The SST k-:,;.,' model emerged as the best O\'erall model in predicting 

t hcsc \'er~' strong adverse pressure gradient fiows. 
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ABSTRACT 

The maximum error in predicting the static pressure recovery data and 

velocity fields with the SST k - w model was 4%. The lateral velocity and 

static pressure profiles were predicted within 1% and O.157c error, respec

tively. For constant inlet aspect and diffuser length to width ratios, the 

maximum pressure recovery in unvaned diffuser was predicted to occur when 

the divergence angle was 110. The error in predicting the improvement of 

pressure recovery with the vanes installed was 3.56% when compared with 

the experimental results. 

Finally, a simple correlation for determining the effectiw flow areas for 

fully stalled diffusers has been proposed and was found to predict the geome

tries of those areas to within 6% of those measured experimentally. 
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Notation 

This section includes the most commonly used notation in this thesis. In or

der to avoid departing too much from conventions normally used in literature 

on turbulence modeling and general fluid mechanics. a few symbols denote 

more than one quantity. 

English symbols 

A Local cross-sectional area, m2 

AR Area Ratio A 2/A 1 = W 2 /n"1 

AS Aspect ratio b/H'l 

b Dist anee between parallel walls of the diffuser, III 

B Total blockage factor, the ratio 26* /lFl 

C f Skin-friction coefficient based on freestream velocity 

Cp Coefficient of static pressure recovery at any v,all location 

Cpr Overall coefficient of static pressure recovery 

CJ~r :-Iaximum coefficient of static pressure recovery 

for ""I\[ /W1 = constant 

D Trallsport of turbulent properties by diffusion 

Dh Hydraulic diameter, m 

Elin CTA linearizer output, volts 

i6 Vortex stretching function 
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9 

L 

k 

p 

P 

Cross diffusion function 

Yaw meter calibration parameter 

Turbulence model blending functions 

Acceleration due to gravity, m/s2 

Lcngth of diffuser side plat(~s. III 

Turbulent kinetic energy, m2/s2 

Dimensionless roughness constant 

Diffuser total axial length, m 

Instantaneous pressure, N / m 2 

~lean static pressure, N /m2 

Production of turbulent properties. 

\Vetted perimeter, m 

Patm Atmospheric pressure, N/m2 

Pn Dynamic pressure, N /m2 

Pr Static pressure rise in diffuser, ~/m2 

PI Total pressure, ~ /m2 

Px Static pressure at any location, ~ /m2 

q Flow velocity in an arbitrary direction. m/s 

Q Volumetric flow-ratc, m3/s 

Qp Yaw meter dynamic pressure calibration parameter 

R(~ Reynolds number 

RG/ Turbulence Reynolds number 

Rey ~ear- \\Tall turbulence Reynolds number 

S ).Iodulus of the mean rate-of-strain 

5ij )'Iean strain rate tensor 

5p Yaw meter total pressure calibration parameter 

t Time, s 
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NOTATION 

/l,U, 'W 

U' 

11* 

Ui 

1', iJ, 2 

Velocities in :r, y, 2 directions, m/s 
Root mean square fluctuating velocity in ,r direction, m/s 

Shear stress velocity, m/s 

Dimensionless near wall velocity 

Instantaneous velocity in ,ri direction, m/s 

)'lean velocity in Ii direction, m/s 

:t\lean velocity at diffuser reference location in :r direction, m/s 

Volume of a cell, m:~ 

Transducer voltage output, volts 

Axial distance of measurement locations from t he diffuser inlet, III 

Rectangular cartesian coordinates 

I\' onllal distall< '(' from diffuser wall. III 

Dimensionless distance from the wall 

\Vidth of the diffuser, m 

Greek symbols 

0',3 Closure coefficients 

Intennittency of stalling between diffuser diverging ,,'aIls, % 

BOllllclary layer thickness, m 

Boundary layer displacement thickness, m 

Kronecker delta 

Turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate, m2 I s3 

Alternating tensor 

N OIl-dimensional coordinate norlllal to the axial (:r) direction 

Half angle of the diffuser between diverging walls, 0 

Boundary layer momentlllll thickness, m 
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NOTATION 

II 

IT 

(I 

L' 

L't 

w 

The coordinate of dist Clnce measured along diffuser walls 

Von Karman universal constant 

l\Ieasure of inlet fiow nOll-uniformity 

~IoleculClr viscosity, kg/ms 

Turbulent eddy viscosity, kg/ms 

Transport of turbulent properties by pressure-strain rdationship 

:"Iass density of the fluid, kg/m;) 

Turbulent Prandtl numbers for k 

Turbulent Prandtl mUlllwrs for w 

Turbulent Prandtl mUllbcrs for f 

Reynolds shear stress tensor 

Kinematic molecular viscosity, m2
/ s 

Kinematic turbulent eddy viscosity, m2 
/ s 

Dissipation of turbulent properties 

Arbitrary transport property 

Dimensionless cross diffusion parameter 

Dimensionless vortex stretching parameter 

Velocity vector angle, 0 

Specifi(' dissi pat ion rat(~, s-1 

N ol'malized specific dissipation rate 

?dean rate-of-rotation tensor, S-1 

Abbreviations 

AFOSR 

Al\IG 

APG 

CAD 

Air Force Office of Scientific Research 

Algebraic multigrid method 

Adverse pressure gradient 

Computer aided design 
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NOTATION 

CFD 

CTA 

DAQ 

Computational fluid dynamics 

Constant temperature anemometer 

Data acquisition 

DNS 

EHCOFTAC 

Direct nlllnerical simulations 

Europeall n~search COllllllUllity Oll flow, t\lrblll('llC(~ 

and combustion 

HTT?\1 

LES 

PCI 

QUICK 

RANS 

RSI\1 

SII\1PLEC 

SST 

UII\1 

Heat Transfer and Tnrlmlence i\1eclmnics 

Large eddy simulations 

Peripheral component interconncct 

Quadratic upstream int erpolat ion for C'Oll\'cct i ve 

kinetics 

Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations 

Reynolds stress model 

Semi-implicit method for pressure linked 

f'quations-collsistent 

Shear stress transport model 

Unified integral method 

Others 

D 

D/Dt 

{ 

V 

r 

Partial derivative 

Total derivative 

Length scale of turlmlcnce 

Gradient 

Diffusion coefficient 
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NOTATION 

Subscripts / superscripts 

t; Equivalent 

f Face of a cell 

k Transport terms of turbulent kinetic energy 

l, r. c Left, right, center 

Tn ~Ican, average 

n Normal, perpendicular 

nb Neighboring cells 

t Total 

U' Conditions at the wall 

f Transport terms of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate 

Tij Transport terms of Reynolds stresses 

w Transport terms of turbulent kinetic energy specific dissipation rate 

1 Diffuser entrance 

2 Diffuser exit 
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NOTATION 

Convention and frame of reference 

Thl' llotMioll and tl\(~ fnUIW of rd('n~ll(,(, for tlw two-dillwllsiollal ditf1ls('rs ill 

this research are basecl on the figme helow, 

Flow direction 

~ 

z 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

Diffus('l's are found in lllany fluid-flow systc1I1S, such as turbo lllachin('s. flow 

meters, noise suppressors, air-conditioning ducting, wind tunnels, etc. \Vhile 

the improvement of pressure recovery in a diffuser without regard to climen

sionallimitations is obviously desirable, the most welcome improvement from 

a designer's viewpoint would be the reduction of a diffuser's length without 

sacrificing its performance. In order to meet SOllle design constraints such 

as the overall size of a fluid-flow Systclll, wide-angled diffusers with severe 

flow separatioll awl pOOl' dfici(~n('y, are oftI'll to[('l'at('<l. Th(' flow sqmration 

is cansed mainly by the adverse pressure gradient along the walls of the dif

fuser, causing a back-flow, in a process known as ·stalling'. The back-How 

behavior of stall('d diffusers is uniquely related to the diffuser geollletry as 

descri bed in t he flow regime chart of Fox and Kline [1], shown in figure 1.1. 

\ Vhenever stalling in a diffuser flow occurs, regions of t he stalled flow 

block the normal flm\' causing poor pressure recovery and s('\"('r(' asymmetry 

of th(' flow. EY('n though tlw diffuscr pnfOl'lIlHllC<" ilS charactniz('d by thc 

pressure recovery, is dependent on more parameters than just the geometry, 

figure 1.2 represents the general relationship between the flow regimes and 
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1.1. OVERVIEW 
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Figure 1.1: Flow regimes in two-dimensional diffusers 

the geometry. Ashjaee and Johnston [2], among others, have indeed shown 

that the maximum pressure recovery, C;,., in a diffuser is attained when there 

is an appreciable stall in the diffuser, (see figure 1.2), and occurs when the 

total divergence angle is between 7° - 10°. 

As will be illustrated in the literature survey in this chapter, the difficul

ties ill understanding the physics of the fiow in severely aSYlllmetrical flows 

in wide-angled diffuser are associated with a lack of adeqllate experimental 

data and accurate fiow prediction lllethods. The studies carried out in this 

research address this inadequacy. The first objective of this research was to 
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Figure 1.2: Relationship between flow regimes awl pressure recon'ry 

provide a reliable data bank contribution, whereby the complete flow-field 

data for unvRned wide-angled diffusers in the fully st "lIed flow regime were 

experimentally measured. The flow-field data included t he axial alld lateral 

velocity profiles, static pressure profiles, alld pressure recovery coefficients, 

The measurements were carried out at Reynolds numbers between 1.07 x 105 

awl 2.1-1 x 105 based on the inlet hydraulic diameter and centreline velocity. 

To minimize the influence of diffuser geometry at the inlet and achipv(~ 

a fully developed inlet flmv, the aspect ratio at the inlet and the normal

ized inlet duct length were chosen to be 4, and lV/nol = 10. respectively. 

The resulting inlet blockage factor B, obtained from preliminary tests was 

approximately 0.015. The measured recovery and mapping data was then 

compared with the data of Reneau et al. [3] for B = 0.015. For each dif-

fuser, the influence of Reynolds lllunber on the flow-field, the influence of 

change of the wall to which the flow becomes attached after stalling, and the 

two-dimensionality of the flow were inwstigated. 
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1.1. OVERVIEW 

The second objective was to investigate the change in the pressure recov

ery due to the placement of inlet vanes in the three diffusers as suggested by 

Cochran and Kline [4], 1100re and Kline [5], and Feil [G]. Cochran and Kline 

have shown that the vanes' geometries play an important role in enhancing 

the pressure recovery. The design criteria of the vanes was based on their 

results. 

The third objective was to Illllllcrically solve for the fiows in the three 

wide-angled diffusers when they are both Ullvalwd and vaned. To give a 

complete picture of all t.he fiO\\' regimes, diffusers that are in the unst.alled, 

large-transitory and fully developed two-dimensional stall regimes, were in

cluded in order to compare the pressure recovery mapping data with that 

of fkw'<111 d al. Pl. In this respcct, 10 difi'us('l's of tot al divcrg(~ll('(~ angles, 

4°, 7°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 28°, 30°, 40°, 42°, and 50° were modeled. Four eddy 

viscosity models that are known to give reasonable prediction for fiows in 

adverse pressure gradients were used, namely; the standard k - f, realizable 

k - f, \Vilcox /,; - u) and 1Ient.er SST /,; - w models. I\lodel comparison was 

performed by simulating fiows in the 50° diffuser because it provided the 

most stringent fiow conditions. The best overall model was then extended 

to predict fiows in all tlw otlwr diffusers. The predict ('<1 results w(,r(, then 

compared with the experimental results obtained from this research and also 

those from published literature. 

Previous experimental and numerical work relating to separated fiows ill 

diffusers is reviewed in this chapter. \Vhile reviewing the llllmerical work, 

performance of the COllllllon turbulence models in separated and adverse 

presslll'C gradient flows are discussed. Tlw objectives of this research are 

slllllmarized at the end of the chapter. 

Chapter 2 gives a 'thumbnail' sketch of thc Reynolds-averaged Navier-
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1.1. OVERVIEW 

Stokes (RANS) equations that are used to develop the turlmlence models 

used in this research and are sUlllmarized towards the end of that chapter. 

No attempt is made to discuss the physics behind their derivations, but the 

physical interpretation of each term that arises from the Reynolds averaging 

of the N avier-Stokes equations is discussed. 

The experimental apparatus and instrumentation for the data acquisition 

are discussed in chapter 3. Since the calibration of the instruments was done 

following the standard procedures, the calibration data has been omitted 

from this chapter. The calibration proccdurcs, curves and charts are instead 

given in appendix B. 

In chapter -1, the nUlllerical treatment of the diffuser flows is outlined 

by a discussion of the solution and the meshing techniques used. A brief 

introduction to the finite volume solution technique is also given. 

The primary purpose of a diffuser is to obtaiu pressure recovery. When 

diffusers with different geollletries are to be compared. nOll-dimensional pres

sure recovery coefficients are used. Due to the differeuces in the literature in 

defining the reference pressure against which pressure recovery is measured, 

it was found necessary to define the pressure coefficients as they are used in 

this r('s(~arch. Thes(' ("()dIici(~nts, together wit h a short nH'ution of the elTor 

analysis techniques adopted in this research are presented in chapter 5. 

Both the experimental and numerical results are presented, discussed and 

compared in chapter 6. In order to avoid repetition of graphical results that 

give similar trends here, the overall observations arc sllllllnarized in the form 

of tables when discussing the results. The remaining graphs are then given 

as a data bank contribution in appendix A. The important ccmclusions that 

can be drawn from this study are presented in chapter 7. 
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1.2. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

1.2 Review of experimental work 

The early l'<'sear('h 011 diffusers, as reported by TI<'id [7], is asso(,iated with tlw 

water table diffuser experiments of Professor A. H. Gibson in 1913. D{'spite 

some shortcomings of his techniques as sccn from the modern view point, 

his results indicated that diffuser flows were characterized by sharply defined 

minimum pressure losses which occurred at divergence angles of between 5.50 

and 110. He demonstrated that for divergence angl<'s beyond this range, flow 

separated from difi"user walls, leading to poor pressure recovery. \Vhile Gib

son's work suggested that diffus('r perforlllance was affected by tlw geOlll<'try 

of the difi"using passage, there seemed to be no systematic research on these 

types of flows because of a lack of suitable measuring techniques for recir

culating flows. A review of the status of early research on difi"users is well 

covered by Reid [7]. 

Through flow visualization experiments, most researchers had observed 

that the flow patterns in difi"users depended heavily on the diffuser geometry, 

distinguished by th(' uniq\l(~ flow bI'havior of the four regillles shown in figure 

1.1 and briefly described below. Detailed descriptions of these flow regimes 

are given by Fox and Kline [1,8]. 

(i) Appreciable stall regimes are where distinguishable regions of back flow 

separation bubble formation of the order of magnitude of the boundary 

layer thickness are observed, but are washed downstream by the main 

flow before forming again. 

(ii) Large transitory stall regimes arc where the entin' flow region is dmrac

terized by large, low frequency stalls that are formed and washed away 

in it transitory pattern that persists indefinitely. The fiow is thus very 

unsteady and experimental measurements in this region are somewhat 
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1.2. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

difficult. 'I'll(' time scale of transitory stall behavior appears to be a 

strong function of throat Reynolds llUmber [9,10]. 

(iii) Fully developed two-dimensional stall regimes are where the fiow is 

aSYlllmetric, fully developed and steady, and attaches itself to one wall. 

The wall onto which the stall attaches itself is arbitral',," and is suspected 

to be caused by small flow instabilities upstream of the diffuser. 

(iv) Jet flow is a relatively steady flow, with the fiow symmetrically sepa

rating from both walls. 

The demarcation of these flow regimes is H:ry weakly dependent on Reynolds 

ll1lmber over the range from 6 x 103 to 3 X 105
. However, the performance of a 

diffuser. measured in terms of static pressure recovery, and the flow field are 

affected by many parameters. Primary among them are; the Heynolds lllUll

bel', the inlet boundary-layer conditions, the level of turbulence at the inlet, 

and the diffuser geometry. Indeed, there is a strong relntionship between in

let boundary layer conditions (characterized by inlet free-strf'am turbulence 

and boundary layer thickness) and the diffuser performance, as \Naitman 

et al. [11] showed. 

An understanding of the relationships between these parameters and 

their effects on the diffuser performance leads to a rational basis for diffuser 

design and the use of experimental data to develop and validate numerical 

codes. In trying to experimentally relate each of these parameters to diffuser 

performance, a fertile ground for most researchers "ms formed. This review 

does not in any way attempt to cover all the contributions made in trying to 

achieve such objectives, but instead highlights some of the major cOllclusions 

that can be drawn from previous research. 

The relationship between diffuser geometry and performance is mainly 
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1.2. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

covered by Reneau et al. [3], Kline et al. [12], and Sagi and Johnston [13], 

alllong others. Firstly, they paid attention to the variations that gave the 

best diffusing angle corresponding to the maximulll f'ffectiwness, C/:" for a 

given length to width ratio, N lTV,. Secondly, they determined the best ratio 

N /W1 for a given area ratio between inlet and outlet lh/A l • that gave the 

maximum effectiveness. They concluded that the optimulll effectiveness is 

achieved when the total divergence angle of the diffuser is approximately 7° 

and the ratio NIH '1 not exceeding 25. They further reported that at high 

divergence elngles. the area I'CLtiO lwcame less significant as a nlriable for 

determining pressure recovery. At sllch angles, the important paramcters are 

the ratio N /lVl • the inlet conditions, and the geometr.\' of any downstream 

t ailpip('. Evcn though their work did llot address t.he fiow-st 1'1 H't Ill(' withill 

t he diffusers, and instead covered only the pressure rccovery between the 

inlet and the outlet of the diffusers, the work of Reneau et al. [3] is widely 

used in the design and mapping of two-climensional diffusers. 

Experimentally, the bOlllldary layer thickness can be adjusted so that 

t he relationship between diffuser performance and the boundary layer char

acteristics can be understoocl. One technique for instance. that was used by 

Norbury [14], and Johllston and Powars [15] to vary the inlet blockage factor 

was the artificial placement of thin rods on the walls upstream of the diffuser 

inlet. The important conclusion that was drawll from their research was 

that for a fixed geometry and Reynolds number, pressure recovery' usually 

decreases as the inlet blockage increases. Their research further showed that 

for aspect ratios b/H'l > 4, the infiuence of the aspect ratio on performance 

is negligible for a uniform diffuser inlet fim\'. 

lI()\\'('wi', uniforlll fiow at t he inlet. of tIl<' diiflls('r is llot always achicwd 

in practice, since various upstream fiow conditions like ohstructions due to 
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1.2. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

blades, struts, etc. may shed wakes. In any case, it is known that the 

introduction of the ,,,ide-angled diffuser causes severe non-uniformity in the 

upstream inlet channel. 1IcMillan and Johnston [IG] have argued that a 

uniform \'elocity profile carries the minilllum momentulll flux possible at a 

gi\'('ll flo", rat('. so tranSfOl'lllatioll of a distOl'tcd profile to a lllOl'(' llllifol'lll 

one. even in a constant area duct, can result in an increase in static pressure 

(a process that occurs in diffuser tail pi pes). Based on this Ullderstanding 

therefore, the inlet core-flow velocity profile distortions can cause a significant 

change in the pressure-recovery performance and, by implication, the flow 

regimes. 

Indeed, \Volf and Johnsto11 [17], and Kaiser and :\IcDonald [18] intro

duced a non-uniformity to the boundary layer at the inlet and found that 

the onset of stall occurred at a lower value of area ratio for fixed length to 

width ratio for wake type inlet profiles than diffusers with irrotational inlet 

core velocity profiles. Thus line a - a and b - b of figure 1.1 are apprecia

bly shifted downwards. Even though they did not obtain pressure recovery 

data, their results suggested that a slightly distorted wake type inlet velocity 

profile may be beneficial to performance. But the creation of a wake as a 

remedy to poor performance is unfavorable, due to other losses associated 

with this. 

11any researchers, among them, Reneau et al. [3], and Sagi and Jollllston 

[13] have shown that at low Mach llumbers, performance is quite insensitive 

to Reynolds number. Recently, Kibicho et al. [19], and Kibicho and Sayers 

[20] in fact confinn<'ci this insensitivity and demonstrated that the velocity 

field within the wide-angled diffuser, is little influellced by Reynolds nUllllwr. 

~lost of this experimental work was carried out at inlet :'la('h numbers below 

0.2. Runstadler and Dean [21] have investigated the effect of V(U~'illg the 
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1.2. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

diffuser inlet ?\lach lllullber on both the flo\\" regimes and t he performance. 

Variation of l\Iach number at low flow Mach numlwrs marginally influenced 

t he performance , while in Sll personic flow rcgimcs, there was little gain in 

performance as the l\Iach number was raised. 

If tlll' basic 1llcchanisllls that control diffus(~r p('1"forInallcc nUl 1)(' UII<1('1"

stood, theil, this will lead to the design of systellls which employ techniqucs 

that utilize these mechanisms in improving the efficiency of fluid lllachines. 

Once the separation of the flow from the walls in adverse pressure gradicnts 

is prevented by any method, then, that method can he applied to design an 

efficient diffuscr with a large divergence angle and a shorter length. Hoff

lllan [22] has argued that if snch a method can enhance the transfer of free 

strcalll t mlmh'nt clwrgy to the diffuscr walls, then this transfer of cnergy will 

decrease t he distortion of the velocity profiles within the diffuser and delay 

the onset of separation. As OIle means of facilitating this energy transfer, Fu

ruya et al. [23.24] applied boundary layer suction to t he low momentulll fiuid 

at the diffuser walls, and succeeded in improving the performance in both 

conicaJ and two dimensional diffusers of high divergence angles. Ellergization 

of the boundary layer fluid by the use of vortex generator as anot her method 

of improving efficicncy has succcssfully 1)(~('n tried by Scnoo and Nishi [2S]. 

Ot her tried techniques for reducing the velocity profile distortion are, the 

inclusion of entry guide vanes [4, G], and change of local pressure gradients by 

change of wall shape [26]. Recently, Raghunathan and Cooper [27] have tried 

to improv8 the diffuser performance by controlling the boundary layer growth 

by use of wall slots on the diverging walls of two-dimensional diffusers. The 

slots produced a modest improvement in pressure recovery but considerably 

raised t.he angl(~ at which stall ill two dilllellsional diffus('rs bcgan. 

Clearly, a guideline on t he design of diffusers using any of these perfor-
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1.3. REVIEW OF NUMERICAL WORK 

mance improvemellt techlliques is obviously desirable. This is so because, 

evell though these auxiliary devices may eliminate stalL they are themselves 

sources of loss of performance sillce they introduce obstruction to the tiow 

passages. 

1.3 Review of numerical work 

1.3.1 Theoretical modeling of diffuser flows 

The role played by the inlet boundary layer in the structure of diffuser flows, 

as has been demonstrated in the foregoing review, suggests the use of bound

ary layer theory in performance analysis. However, observation of the actual 

flm\' patterns and the local pressure distrihutions in the stalled diffusers pre

cludes the use of the established boundary layer teclmiques in all hut the 

most extra ordinary unstalled simple situations. In the fully-developed, two

dimensional stall regime, which is the study case of this research, the flm\' 

becomes asymmetric because it is deflected over to one diverging wall by 

the stall whose size and shape cannot be predicted in advance. This stall 

causes unpredictable and different pressure distrilmtions to be imposed on 

the diff('l'(,llt diffuser walls. Without a ltlet hod fOl' predictillg t h(' wall p]'('s

sure distributions, no boundary layer growth and stall predictions can he 

made by the use of boundary layer techniques alone. 

Once a diffuser flow is stalled therefore, most theoretical work relies on 

correlations of actual experimental data and on the semi-empirical perfor

mance prediction methods derived from these data. A combination of bound

ary layer theory and such correlations have been used with some success by 

Reneau et al. [28] and Mcmillan and Johnston [29] to map and predict the 

performance of narrow angle diffusers ill the transitory stall regime. 

In an attempt to provide an understanding, and a computational pro-
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1.3. REVIEW OF NUMERICAL WORK 

ced ure of engineering utility for wide angle diffuser flo,,"s, cont aining large 

regions of separation, ~Wooley and Kline [30] developed what they called a 

zonal model. They divided the fiow field into fom zonl's for the sake of 

modeling, namely; 

(i) attached boundary layer (on the unstalled side), 

(ii) effectiw fiow chanllel (effective area of fiow) , 

(iii) free shear layer. and 

(i v) the stall zone. 

They used the experimental data of Clmi and Kline [31] to determine these 

regiolls. Their diffuser had a sharp corner so that the locat ion of t he de

tachment, known beforehand, occurred at the corner. A similar zonal model 

approach for st(,<tdy flows, wlHTc the pressmc gradient and conditions for 

detaclllnf'nt are prf'defineci, has been used to predict optimum pressure re

covery by Ghose and Kline [32], vVysocki and Kazimierski [33], and Vujilic 

and Crnojevic in [34,35]. 

The work by \Vooley and Kline [30] was successful in modeling dif

fusers operating in the two-dimensional, fully stalled regime, while Ghose 

and Kline [32] succeeded in developing a numerical scheme that predicted 

diffuser perfOnll<LllCe ill the ullstallcd and the illcipicllt (appreciable) stall 

regIme. Bardina et al. [3G] combined these two schemes to produce a pre

diction method that covered the first three regimes in the chart of Fox and 

Kline (see figure l.1), i.e., unstalled flow, transitory st all, and fully stalled 

flow. The Sllccess of this approach known as the 'unified integral method', 

(Un\!) are well documented in a review carried out by Johnstoll [37]. 

In a typical diffuser design problem, the prescribed pressure distribution 

data necessary for this solution technique, is usually not available, since the 
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1.3. REVIEW OF NUMERICAL WORK 

pressure distribution must form part of the solution. Thus. even though all 

these authors report success in their methods, the application of their models 

is limited to their study cases only, and are not suitable for general use. 

Separated flows in wide-angled diffusers of practical engineering use are 

inherently turbulent. Due to the absence of reliable turbulence data for wide

angled diffusers, the prediction methods available in the literature for such 

flows are mainly based on the one-dimensional zonallllodels. Some attempts 

made by Pope [38] to compute stalled diffuser flows using the time-averaged 

;..J" avier-Stokes equations and the two-eqllation k - f turlmlence model were 

not part icularly encouraging. Pope considered a diffuser connected smoot hly 

to a long parallel inlet and outlet channel for which sYlllmetric boundary con

ditions at both inlet and outlet were applied. The solution had a symmetrical 

stall pattern along the diverging walls contrary to the well observed asym

metrical stall patterns found in practice. Further nlllllerical trials of the k - f 

model in wide-angled diffusers have been tried by Habib and \Vhitelaw [39] 

who have transformed the transport equation for k - f model from their 

usual cartesian to the curvilinear coordinates in order to solve for conical dif

fuser flows in the fully stalled regime. EVf'n though there cannot be a direct 

incorporation of their technique into the current study case, they reported 

success in the prediction of the general features of the flow fidd in diffusers 

and provided a promising future for the modeling of flows in severe adverse 

pressure gradients. 

The reason why there is ticarce nunwrical work on wide-angled diffusers 

IS because reliable experimental data and especially data that covers the 

\'doc-ity flow-field is lacking. Of the available data in literatme, only the 

prcssure rccovery awl diffus('r lllapping illfonllation is givCll. Contrary to 

t his, flows in narrow plane asymmetric diffusers have been extensively stud-
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1.3. REVIEW OF NUMERICAL WORK 

ied experimentally by many researchers, among them, Obi et a1. [-10]. Buice 

and Eaton [-11], and Gullman et a1. [42]. These fiow cases are considered snit

able for the fundamental studies of separation because they consist of fnlly 

developed upstream channel fiows, separation bubbles dne to (l(h"erse prcs-

S1ll'C gradiellt (APe;) awl dOwllstrealll-reat Inched nO\\"s. These experill}(~lltal 

data have been used in validating numerical schemes by numercms anthors, 

some of whom are listed in table 1.1. However, none of the models tested are 

Tahl(~ l.1: X llllwrical work Oil aSYlllllll'tric ditfusCl's 

Researcher (s ) /Reference Model(s) Year 

Gullman [43] Modified It - ..u 200-1 

Lim and Choi [44] 2 LES, ~. - f - I' - f 200-1 

Kibicho and Sayers [45] ~Wilc:ox I.; - w 200-1 

Ohta et a1. [46] DNS 2003 

J ungsoo [47] LES 2002 

Skote and Henningson [48] DNS 2002 

Apsley and Leschziner [49] ~Wilc:ox k - w, It - f, 2000 
SST It - w 

Kaltenbach et a1. [50] LES 1999 

Kaltenbach [51] LES 1998 

Fatica et a1. [52] LES 1997 

Fatica and J\Iittal [53] LES 1996 

capable of resoh"ing all the fiow features in the asymmetric diffusers. Indeed, 

ill all ERCOFTAC workshop [G1]' ditf(~r(,llt lllllll<'l'ical approaches with vary

ing turbulence models were tested and compared to the Bnice and Eaton [41] 

data-set. In this workshop, the performances of the k - f, the It - w, the 

SST alld the Reynolds stress models, and the large eddy simulations in APG 

fiows were tested. In order to strike a balance between the cOlllplexities of 
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1.3. REVIEW OF NUMERICAL WORK 

the numerical codes and the computational costs. it was observed that the 

two-equatioll models gave results that \"ere comparable to the more complex 

Reynolds stress and LES models of these types of Hem's. 

Overall, the SST model gives a good predictioll of the separation point 

compan~d to all th(' othn Illodels, ('veil though it predict s a flow n'('OVlTY 

(reattachment) length that is larger thall observed in the experimellts [55]. 

Th{, plane asymmetric diffuser of I3uice alld Eaton [41] has also beell used 

as a test case for cOlllmercial codes. The investigatioll performed b~' Iaccarino 

[5G] and aimed at finding the versatility of some comllwrcial codes in this 

complex fiow, overwhelmingly cOllcluded that regardless of the cOlllmercial 

code used. the k - f model is ullable to capture the recirculation zone and 

performs poorly in APG fiows. 

On t he understanding that the main features of fiows in the llarrow asym

met.ric diffusers are mainly caused by the adverse pressure gradiellts, then any 

good numerical modeling scheme of such fiows will provide a good guideline 

whell cOllsiderillg flows ill severe adverse pressure gradiellts. 

1.3.2 Turbulence models in APG and separated flows 

Adverse pressure gradient shear layers are of great practical interest, as they 

occur in aerofoil fiows, turbo-machinery blading, ill diffusers, etc, alld some

times involve flow separation. Turbulence models have been used over the 

past several decades to predict these types of flows. The k - f model has 

emerged as the most popular two-equation turbulence model, mainly because, 

f, the rate of dissipation of the turbulellt kinetic energy, appears naturally in 

the k-equation and can be derived from the averaged N avier-Stokes equations 

without introducing additiollal variables. The dissipation rate, f, thus be

comes the obvious choice for the second turbulellt quantity in the formulation 
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1.3. REVIEW OF NUMERICAL WORK 

for turbulent isotropic eddy viscosity, 111, required when the eddy viscosity 

models are to be used [57]. 

Another well known two-equation turbulence model is the \Vilcox k - w 

model [58]. It has the advantage that it does not require damping fnnctions 

in the viscous snh-Iayer since it solves the exact equations for k and w in 

tIl(' near wall region making the equations in t his region less stiff. Several 

comparisons of performance of the popnlar turbulence models in eqnilibriuUl 

APC boundary layer and separated flows have ShOWll that the \Vilcox k - w 

model gives better prediction in the logarithmic region [59-62]. However, 

when applied to the free shear layers, it is found that results from the k - w 

model have a strong dependency on the free-stream value of ~' [63,64]. To 

circumvent the freestrealll dependency of the \Vilcox k - w model, r-denter 

created a new model called the shear stress transport, (SST) k -u) model [65], 

that blends the k - E and the k - w models. It utilizes the k - w model in the 

wall region, where the exact transport equations are solved, and gradually 

switches to the k - E model away froUl the wall, to benefit from the freestream 

dissipation rate dependency of the k - f model. 

The wisdom of the widespread use of the k - f model was raised first by 

Chambers and \ Vilcox [66] as early as 1977, by demonstrating two serious 

flaws in its application to wall-hounded fiows. Firstly, they showed that 

its equations can he integrated through the viscous sub-layer only with the 

aid of viscous clamping functions and this makes the equations very stiff. 

Besides, the lack of universality of the wall functions has been frequently 

criticized, with Lai and So [67] clearly demonstrating the inadequacy of the 

wall functions approximations and the need to correct for pressure gradient 

<'fred s whell s11('h fuuctiolls arc used. Se('olldly, t.hey delllonstrated that. it is 

very inaccurate for APC fiows. 
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1.3. REVIEW OF NUMERICAL WORK 

Analysis based on direct numerical simulation (DNS) data have shown 

that at the walls, f is non-zero, finite, and not knowll in advance. r\umeri

cally, this is an awkward situation since a boundary condition for f is required 

at the walls. A remedy to this problem has been to solve for the reduced 

dissipation rate, t, and include an additional tel'ln in the "'-equation (see e.g. 

Launder and Sharma [68]). Another possible solution to this deficicncy is to 

solve for an alternative quantity to f. An example of such a quantity rele

vant to this study is~, whose well-posed wall boundary condition, ~'w :::::: .1)-'2, 

has been shown to have a lltUlwrically stabilizing effect. In fact) a study on 

the performance of eddy viscosity models by Hmmg and I3radshaw [GO], con

cluded that the optimum choice for the length scale determining equation for 

APC flows, is tlw specific dissipation rate, W = t / k. 

The main effect of interchanging f with W in the k - f model, is the 

introduction of a turbulent cross diffusion term in the w-equation [G9 71]. 

The role played by this term depends on the sign of the gradients for both 

k and ~, and is usually limited to the region close to the wall. In general, 

this term reduces wand enhances k near the wall, since the gradients are 

usually of opposite signs. The addition of this term helps to improve the 

k - ~ model performance in the separated recirculating region and in APG 

flows, where turbulent kinetic energy is usually under-predicted by the k - f 

model. It is disturbing to see the now widely used k - f turbulence model 

being seriously in error for relatively simple APG equilibrium boundary lay

ers. As was observed in the 1980-81 AFOSR-HTT1I-Stanforcl Conference on 

Complex Turbulent Flows [72, 7~~], the differences between this model and the 

existing data manifest themselves mainly in the consistently over-predicted 

skin frictioll vallles awl the t('wl('w'Y ofthe calculated flow to H'lWtin attadwd 

where experiments indicate separation. 
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1.3. REVIEW OF NUMERICAL WORK 

Numerous researchers have tested most of the popular turbulence models 

in APG boundary layer flows and compared the results with reliable exper

imental data available in the literature such as the data froIll Samuel and 

Jourbert [74]. Table l.2 gives a summary of some of the n'cent numerical 

work ill such Hows. 

Tahl(~ l.2: N ullll'rical work ill APG awl s('paratl'd boulldary layn fiows 

Researcher (s ) /Reference Model(s) Year 

Yorke & Colemau [62] BL, SA, k - f, SST 2004 

Tong et a1. [75] k - w, SST 2003 

Bredberg et a1. [69] l\Iodified k - w. ~ ~, ' - f - u- - j, 2002 
\Vilcox k - W 

l\Iohammad & Hukam [76] k-f,/"-w,SST 1999 

Rao & Hassan [77] l\Iodified k - (;), \Vilcox k - W 1998 

Peng et a1. [78] Ivlodified k - w, k - f 1997 

\Vilcox [79] Variants of\Vilcox ~'-w and stan- 1993 
ciaI'd /,; - ( 

l\Ienter [59] BL, JK, BB. \Vilcox k - W 1992 

KEY 

BL Baldiu-Lomax Zero-equation model [80] 

JK J ohnson-King Half-equatiou model [81] 

BB Baldwin-Barth Oue-equation model [82] 

SA Spalart-Allamaras One-equation model [83] 

On reviewing the results from these researchers, the general view taken 

by the current author, is that the Menter SST /,; - w model performs wdl 

at locating the separation poiut for APG, and that it gives the best overall 

agn'('ment with DNS and experimeutal data in predicting the lllean flow 

properties in APG and recirculating flows, In the CUlTPut research, only the 

\Vilcox k - w, the /,; - f and its variants, and the SST will be considered, since 
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1.4. SUMMARY OF THE REVIEW 

much lower computational effort is required to achieve results comparable to 

those of the DNS, the RS~I, (lml the LES models in APC flows. 

1.4 Summary of the review 

From the foregoing review, three salient observations can be made. Firstly, 

little reliable experimental data for wide-allgled diffuser flows is available, 

while of the available literature, only static pressure recovery data. anel flow 

regime mapping data is provided. ~Ioreover, even though the literature shows 

that there are several t{'clmiques for eliminating stall and improving diffuser 

efficiency, such as entry ,"anes, very little systematic research has been car

ried out. Consequently, careful and systematic data for flows in wide-angled 

diffusers are required to solve t his long standing, but st ill import ant diffuser 

flow problem. 

Secondly, there are no successful a-priori theoretical or numerical meth

ods. short of C'FD silllUlatiolls that exist for diffus<T flows which (m~ stalled. 

All the tried theoretical models are based on one dimensional zonal models 

and rely heavily on semi-empirical relations derived frolll experimental data. 

Thirdly, compared to the lllost popular eddy viscosity turbulence models, 

that have been shown to perform dismally in APC flows, the .'-Ienter SST 

". - w model has emerged as the best model in predicting the APC and 

l'('circulating flows. 

It is against this background that the experimental and numerical mea

surements in unvaned and vaned wide-angled diffusers in this research were 

obtained. 
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1.5. STRATEGY AND SUMMARY OF THE OBJECTIVES 

1.5 Strategy and summary of the objectives 

This research was calTi(~d out ill tl\l'(~e phases. The first phas(~ illvolved the 

design. and manufacture of both unvHned and vaned diffusers of such geonH'

tries t hat comparisons of measured pressure recovery results and diffuser 

mapping data with those data that exist in the literature were made possi

ble. In this phase, design and fabrication of the experimcntal ducting and the 

yaw meter for ,oelocity measurement was also performed. Finally in this first 

phase, the data acquisition system and the computer data acquisition soft

ware were developed. In the second phase, the equipment used in this study 

was calibrated and the experimental data collected. ~ umerical modeling of 

flows in wide-angled diffusers was carried out in t he third phase. 

The objectives of this research were formulated so that they could ad

dress the shortcomings of the issues raised in section 1.-! in three main ways. 

Firstly, the complete velocity-field, static pressure. and pressure recovery 

fields in diffusers of total divergence angles of 30°, -!Oo, and GO° were experi

lllcntally llH'ClSmC(l. All tlw diffusers were of aspect ratio AS = -!, length to 

width ratio N /VV1 = 10, and an inlet blockage factor B ~ O.OlG. Secondly, 

inlet vanes in the three diffusers were introduced, and the resulting changes 

in the pressure recovery data due to this inclusion were investigated, and 

compared with the experimental data of Cochran and Kline [-!]. Thirdly, 

the flows in the three wide-angled diffusers when they are both unvaned and 

vaned were numerically determined. In order to compare llUlllerical results 

with the experimental data of Reneau et al. [3], and to cover at least the 

first three flow regimes in figure 1.1, seven extra difhlsprs of total divergence 

angles, -!o, 7°, 10°, lGo, 20°, 28°, and 42° were also modeled. 
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Chapter 2 

Theoretical 'Ireatment 

2.1 Governing equations 

~I()st fiuid flows, which arc CllCollllt('l'cd ill (~llgilJ('<Tillg applicatiollS, arl' tur

Indent. Even though then~ is no precise definition of what a turhulent fiow 

is, it has a number of characteristic feat mes such as: irregularity, difi'usivity, 

large Reynolds number, three-dinwnsionality, dissipatioll. and consists of a 

large spectrum of turlmlent eddies wit h difi'erellt lengt h scales (sec Hinz(' [8-1 l, 
TCllllPkes and Lumley [85], and Schlichting [86]). Ewl'Y turbulent finw pat

tel'll has its own unique characteristics that are associated with its initial awl 

boulldary ('()wlitiollS. Sin('e turhulcllt fi()ws ('all onlv 1)(' adcqurttcl~' d(~s<Til)Cd 

by the l\'" avier-Stokes equations, a COlll plete solution for such fiows \'iould 

then require that the N avier-Stokes equations be solved for all the length 

scales present, \\'hile imposing the unique initial and boundary conditions. 

Due to the large ll1unber of turbulent eddies present. and the uniqueness 

of each turbulent flow, no general solutions are therefore feasible in tlws{' 

t~Tpes of flows. Furthenllorc, analytical solut ions of t he highl~' nOll-linecu 

N avier-Stokes equations can only be possible after illlPosing a number of 

simplifying assumptions even for the simplest tlll'lmlcnt flO\\'s cases. This 

situation is made worse by the inherent strong pressure-velocity coupling 
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2.1. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

present in the Navier-Stokes equations. Thus, the only feasible approach 

to overcome this inadequacy of the analytical techniques, is the numerical 

approach. The treatment of the N avier-Stokes equations to facilitate the 

numerical solutions of the turbulent flows that are of practical ('nginperiug 

illterest is hriefly outlillcd ill this sectioll. 

2.1.1 Navier-Stokes equations 

In the absence of gravitational and other body forces. the ~avi('r-Stokes 

mompntum transport and continuity equations of elll illcOlllpn'ssible fiow clTe 

given ill Eqs.2.1 and 2.2 respectively. 

iJii uil 1 Di5 u'2u 
_I + ij_l = ____ +1' I 
Ut ) D.rj (J u:l'j D.rj u.l'j 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

The instantaneous pressure, p, and the three instantaneous velocity compo-

nents, Iii, must be evaluated if a complete description of the fiuid motion is 

to be given. Numerically, this requires that one solves the coupled differen

tial N avier-Stokes equations with a \'ery fine grid to resolw all the scales for 

the large number of eddies present. This demands availability of immense 

resourcps ill terms of computational effort and ahility. Fortunately, engineers 

are usually not concerned with all the details of the turbulent motion, but 

ratlwr with its effects on the gross properties of the flow. Consequently, there 

is no need to solve for the instantaneous variables if averaged variables are 

all that is required. There are several techniques that are used to obtaill 

this averaged illfol'lnation such as; the ensemble averagillg, density-weighted 

averaging. Reynolds averaging, etc. (see Chen and Jaw [57]). The most com-
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2.1. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

mcmly used approach to approximate the mean lwh,wior of the fiow is the 

Reynolds averaging technique. 

2.1.2 Reynolds averaged equations 

By splittillg the illstalltalleous velocities awl 1>1'< 's;o; 111'<' illto ll}('all alld fillctll-

ating parts, respectively (Eq.2.3), 

iii = Ui + 11; 

(2.:3) 
j5=P+p 

and then applying the Reynolds averaging techllique, the Reynolds Navicr-

Stokes equatiolls (RA~S) alld cOlltilluity equatiolls for the llwall fiow are 

obtained (Eq.2'-! and 2.5). 

aU; = 0 
(h; 

(2.4) 

(2.5 ) 

The decomposition of the fiow into a mean and a turbulent fluctuating fiow 

has isolated the effects of fluctuation on the llleall fiow Imt has introduced 

a lle\V term, -(JIl(llj, into the Navier-Stokes equations (d. Eqs.2.1 and 2.4). 

The term - (Jll; IlJ is known as the Reynolds stress and represents the mean 

transport of fiuctuclting momentulll by turbulent velocity fluctuations. Its 

existence requires that IIi and IIj be correlated. The resulting tensor from 

the Reynolds stresses is called the Reynolds stress tensor, Ti)' with nine COlll

ponents, only six of which are unknown due to the symllletry of the tellSOr. 

It is now required that solution for the six Reynolds stresses, pressure and 

the three velocity components (a total of ten variables) from the available 

four equations (Eqs.2.4 and 2.5) of motion be obtained if we are to fully 
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2.1. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

describe the fiuid lllotion. The numlwr of unknowll variables are more than 

the llllmlwr of available equations! And this, is the closure problem of tur

bulence. Attempts to obtain additional equations for the Reynolds stresses 

generate even more unknown correlation terms like, - (W ill}1I 1.:, from the non-

linear inertia terms, as will be seen in section 2.1.3. This is a fairly desperate 

situation to be in. 

The way forward then, is to try and guess a relationship between the 

Reynolds stress tensor, and the mean strain rate, since the function of the 

Reynolds stresses seem to be similar to that of the viscous stresses. The most 

commonly' used approximation is the Boussinesq approximation, (Eq.2.G), 

that tencls to make the turhulent Reynolds stresses imitate the behavior of 

laminar viscous stresses. 

(2.G) 

Thus a coefficient of viscosity for turbulent flows, called the turbulent eelely 

viscosity, L'" and that plays a similar role to the molccular viscosity is in-

troduced. A good guess of such relationships will ensure that the diffusion 

of the turbulent transport properties by turbulence will be proportional to 

the spatial gradients of the quantity they are meant to transport. Finally, to 

describe the turbulent fiow behavior uniquely, it is then in order to charac

terize turbulent phenomenon by one turbulent scale on the basis of turbulent 

kinetic energy and its rate of dissipation. 

2.1.3 Closure of the RANS equations 

Reynolds stresses playa very dominant role in the theory of the mean mo-

mentum transfer by turbulent motion. N llllH='rically, illlplementing the six 

additional transport equations required to close the RA~S equations for the 
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2.1. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

large llllmber of scales present in a tmbulent flow will req1llre a large ad-

ditional computational effort. The use of the simple eddy-viscosity nlOdd 

will instead require only two transport equations, one each to determine 

the velocity-scale and, the length-scales of the modeled turlmlcnce motion. 

The velocity-scale is commonly taken as, J[. The choice of an auxiliary 

length-seale-determining parameter is connected to the dissipation term in 

the k-equation. The most wielely used is the dissipation rate, f, but also 

the inverse of the turbulence time scale, w, has proven appropriate. Thus, 

to be in a position to develop a model that describes turbulent motion and 

to understand the process of maintenance of a turbulent flow. it is instrnc-

tive that the underlying physics governing the transport of momentum hy 

the Reynolds stresses, the physics that govern the transfer of the turbulent 

kinetic energy and the physics of dissipation of the turlmlent kinetic en

ergy be understood. Details of the manipulation of the RANS equations to 

obtain the exact equations for -UiUj, Ie', f, and ware well documented in 

references [57,86,87]. 

Reynolds stresses 

By manipulating the exact momentum equations and applying some algebra, 

the exact Reynolds stress transport equations are obtained as; 

(2.7) 

Inspection of Eq.2.7 reveals that the molecular diffusion of the momentum, 

D~., and the the production of Reynolds stresses, PTI ) , require no modeling 
I) 
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2.1. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

as they do not involve triple conelations of fluctuating quantities. However, 

the turbulent diffusion of the lllollwntUlll, D~ ,the viscous dissipation of the 
IJ 

Revnolds stresses, <PT·, and the l)reSSure-strain, ITT terms are to be modeled 
~ tJ l) 

and are presented in Eq.2.8 to 2.11. 

Dt = C~ ((klL/l1k) (}U(lL j ) 
T s ;~ ',) 

IJ u.r[ f u.rl.: 
(2.8) 

1Iodeling the turbulent dissipation of mOlllPntulll according to Eq.2.8 can 

sometimes introduce lllllllerical instabilities [88]. It is usually simpler to 

IlSC' a scalar (·ddy ditfllsivity so that the tmillllcllt dissipatioll of lllOlllC'lItlllll 

becomcs: 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

The pressure strain term is giVCll in Eq.2.11 as suggested by Launder and 

others in [89-92]. 

f (_ 2 _) ((_au) _aUf)) (IT) = - c1- lLU - -(~k - C2 - UlL·- + UIl-
I) IT' k t J 3 l) I J ; 1 t ]; 1 . •.. ul'

l 
u:rj 

1 ( 2 - ( DUi
)) - (2 --(Ji -Tiif/-.-

3 J .1 D.1'j 

(2.11) 

The first part of the Eq.2.11 involves only the fluctuating wlocities and is 

known as slow distortioll or slow return to isotropy. The sccond part involves 

the mean velocity gradients and is kllOWll as rapid return to isotropy. Finally, 

Eq.2.12 gives the modeled trallsport equation for II ,II)' 

!) - Dt + DV + P .. + IT - (,) ( D~) ( ) Dt m - T tJ m T tJ T tJ (TtJ ) In ( I T 'J ) III 
(2.12) 
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2.1. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

Turbulent kinetic energy 

Turbulent kinetic energy is defined as /,: = ~ 11 i Ili. Following t his definition, 

the turbulent kinetic energy equation can be obtained by setting the value, 

i = j, ill the lliUj equations (Eq.2.7), to get Eq.2.13. 

(2.13) 

The diffusion of turbulent kinetic energy due to viscous action, Dl:, the pro

duction of the turbulent kinetic energy, n: ami the rate of dissipation of 

the turbulent kinetic energy, (Pk, (usually denoted as f), require no model

ing. The pressure strain term in Eq.2.7 disappears because of the continuity 

equation. The only term that requires modeling then, is the diffusion of 

turbulent kinetic energy due to the turbulent fluctuations term, Dr.. Fur

thermore, once the lL(llj equations have been modeled. then we do not need 

any further modeling for the k equation. The resulting modeled equation for 

Dt 1''''' k ,0, 

(2.14) 

The turbulent kinetic energy is therefore represented by Eq.2.15. 

(Dk) (t) v P Dt = Dk TIt + Dk + k - E 
III 

(2.15) 

Kinetic energy dissipation rate 

I3efore presenting the exact equation for the dissipation rate. it is important 

to recognize that it is one of the most important parameters since it affects the 

growth rate of k, and to also notice that it appears naturally in the equations 

for k. I3y applying some algebra to the turbulent momentum equation, we 
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2.1. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

can obtain the transport equation for f as given in Eq.2.1G. 

Df U ( UIL; UIL; 21' UUl Up) U ( Uf) 
Dt = u.L[ - t'ILI U.Tl u.t·, - P DLj U.1'j + ()Ll (' U·l'l 

, v '~ 

(2.1G) 

l' , 

where D~ is t hp turbulent diffusion of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation 

rate, D~) is the diffusion of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate due to 

viscous action, PE is the production of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation 

rate, and 0, is the destruction term of the turbulent kinetic energy dissipation 

rate. 

Now, all the terlllS on the right hand side of Eq.2.1G need to be modded. 

This introduces too llluch uncertainty in the mocleled f equation, presenting 

the first major weakness of turbulpIlce lllodeling using this approach. The 

modeled term by term equations for f according to Hanjalic and Launder [93] 

are given in Eqs.2.17 to 2.19. 

(Dt) = ~ (!2~) 
f m ().[ j (Jt u'l'j 

(2.17) 

f au 
(P,) = -Cd -lli ll j-. _1 

In k' Ch·· 
J 

(2.18) 

f2 
(<Pt)m = CE2T (2.19) 

Equation 2.20 gives the modeled turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate. 

(2.20) 
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2.1. GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

Specific dissipation rate of kinetic energy 

The slwcific rate of dissipation of kinetic energy ~', cim lw defined as the 

rate at which turbulent kinetic energy is dissipated per nnit of tmbnlent 

kinetic energy, and w = f / k. I3y performing an f to w transformation on 

the f eqnation, the exact equation for w can be obtained. Details of this 

transformation can he found in [65,69]. However, \\Tilcox [58]lllodelecl the 

turbulence dissipation rate term directly by using the w scale. It is known 

that using w as the second scale in the two-equation models, makes the 

solution of the w-eqnation sensitive to the free stream valne of w [6-1,65]. 

This sensitivity has been blcuned on the absence of the (Toss-diffusion term 

that wcmld arise in the case of a direct f to w transformation. The effect of 

adding t he cross diffusion into the turbulent diffusion terms of the w-equation 

is to reduce the net production of turbulent kinetic energy. \\Tilcox [87] 

reasoned that it is more direct to remon' the cross diffusion from the w-

equation and add it directly to the ~:-equation. This makes solutions of the 

resulting equations a lot easier as llumerical solutions are far lllore difficult 

with the cross diffusion added. Furthermore, the cross diffusion term appears 

only because the transformation begins from the f-equation. To argue that 

t he cross diffusion is missing from the w-equation as some authors have done 

[61,63,69,78] assumes that the modeled f-equation is lllore fundamental than 

the modeled w-equatioll. 

The turbulent diffusion, D~, the productioll, P.,.;, the destrnction, 0.,.;, and 

the viscous diffusioll, D:, of the turlmlcnt kinetic energy specific dissipation 

rate, as formulated by Wilcox [58], are given in Eqs.2.21 to 2.2-1. 

(2.21) 
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2.2. TURBULENCE MODELS 

w __ DU; 
(p ) = -n-'/I'/L--

vJ - 1. I ) D ._ 
h .LJ 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(D~)m = .)D (I' ~)w) 
( 1') ( .r) 

(2.2..1) 

Finally, the lllodeled equation for the specific turbulent kinet ic energy dissi-

patioll rate is given by Eq.2.25. 

(2.25) 

2.2 Turbulence models 

There are two approaches to the solution of the now closed transport equa

tions. The first approach involves direct solutioll of t he comprehensive, mod-

eled, second-order-averaged governing equations for IIi Ilj' k, and f, cOlllmonly 

referred to as the Reynolds-stress model (RS~I) approach. However. to save 

on the computational effort, several simplified wrsiolls of the RS'\I, that are 

devised by guessing the relationship betweell the Reynolds shear stresses and 

the strain rate, (for example, the I30ussinesq eddy viscosity approximation, 

Prandtl mixing length lllodel, etc.), form the second solution approach. 

A sUlllmary of the selected models relevant to this study and which utilize 

both approaches is given in sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.5. 

III addition to the continuity and the momentum transport equations 

given in Eq.2 . .J and 2.5 respectively, all the lllodels solve the extra equations 

that result from lllodeling of the various transport processes presented in 

section 2.1. 
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2.2. TURBULENCE MODELS 

2.2.1 Reynolds stress model 

The differential equations for Ilill) and f, as gIven III Eqs.2.12 and 2.20, 

respectively, are solved together with the definition of k given in Eq.2.2G. 

1 
k = -l1jlLi 

2 
(2.2G) 

Equation 2.27 gives the relationships for the turbulent eddy viscosity, and 

the resulting model constants obtained using the procedures in [89,91,94]. 

/,;2 
l't = C,I

f 

Cil = 0.09, (J/.: = 0.82, (J( = 1.0, Cd = 1.-1-1, 

2.2.2 Standard k - E model 

(2.27) 

The standard k - f model as proposed by Laundn and Spalding [9G] is 

based on the solution of Eqs.2.1G and 2.20, for k and f, respectively. The 

relationship between the Reynolds shear stresses and the velocity field is 

gi ven through the first order differf'lltial Boussin('sq a pproxima t ion (Eq. 2. G), 

that is much cheaper to handle in terms of computational cost. The resulting 

1110<1<'1 COllstallts that are expcrilll('lltally obtained [S7, ~)G], alld tll(' dc'fillitioll 

of eddy viscosity are given in Eq.2.28. 

C/I = 0.09, (J/.: = 1.00, (J( = 1.3, Cd = 1.44, Ce2 = 1.92 
/.:2 

/'t=C',I-
f 

2.2.3 Realizable k - f model 

(2.28) 

The standard /.: - f Illodel performs quite well for boundary layer flows but 

not so for flows with a high mean shear rate or a massive separatioll, lJPcause 

in these cases, the eddy viscosity is over-predicted by the standard eddy 
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2.2. TURBULENCE MODELS 

viscosity formulation. In addition, the standard k - E modd dissipation rate 

equation does not always give the appropriate length scale for turlmlencc. In 

order to improve the ability of the k - f model to predict cOlllplex turlmlent 

flows, these deficiencies should be rellloved. 

By combining the eddy viscosity model for Reynolds stresses as given in 

the BoussilH~sq approximation (Eq.2.G), and the definition of eddy viscosity 

as given by Eq.2.28, it is a straight forward matter to show that Eq.2.29 

imposes a condition when the normal stresses 11 2 becomes negative. 

kDU 1 
-- > - ~3.7 
f d.r 3CtL 

(2.29) 

Thus, for large mean shear strain rate, UU / U:r, the eddy viscosity lllodel be

comes non-realizable since the normal stresses caunot have a negative value. 

Furthermore, the existence of the Reynolds stresses, -Pili Ilj, require that the 

turbulcnt fluctuating velocities, Hi and 'Ilj, be correlated. This physical re

quirement is expressed in the Schwarz inequality [96], which for shear stresses 

is given in Eq.2.30. 

112 > 0 
! -

-_.) 
U il-
I) < 1 
.) .) -

llillJ 

(i = 1,2,3) 

(i = 1,2,3 j = 1,2,3) 
(2.30) 

Realizability of the conditions imposed by Eqs.2.29 and 2.30 can thus, only 

be met by making the model constant, C/l' a variable that is related to the 

mean shear strain rate. Reynolds [97] and Shih et al. [98] have proposed a 

modification of the model constant, Ctl , (Eq.2.31), and the dissipation rate 

equations, E, (Eq.2.32), to cnsure physically realistic flows at all times ill their 

realizable k - E model. The k and L't equations are the same as those of the 

standard k - E, given ill Eqs.2.15 and 2.28. respectively. 

(2.31) 
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2.2. TURBULENCE MODELS 

Df = !!.- ((~ + 0) Uf) + CISf _ C) f:2 
Dt u:l'j (Jt UTj - J,: + y0f 

(2.32) 

Thc auxiliary relatiolls and the model cOllstants, that result fwm these ap-

proximatiolls, are givell ill Eq.2.33. 

U* = J Si)Sij + ~2iJ~2ij, A, = VGcos(,? 

1 
Oi) = Oij - 2fi)/.:W/.:. q'J = "3 cos- 1 (VGW) 

() () \{/ = SijS}/.:SJ.:i (2.33) 
Hij = Hi) - fijkWh H S:l 

S = jSi)S;j, C1 = max [OA3. _17_], 11 = S~ 
11 + 5 f 

Co2 = 1.9, (Jk = 1.00, (J, = 1.2, Cd = 1..J.J, C,2 = 1.92. An = .J.O 

The mean strain rate Sij, alld the meall rate of rotation tensor are gi \'Cll in 

Eq.2.3.J. 

S. = ~ (nUl + aUl) 
1) 2 U.ri chj 

n = ~ (nu; _ nUj) 
1) ') '. . '. _ d.l j d.l i 

(2.3.J) 

2.2.4 Standard k - w model 

The standard k - W model, also kllown as the \\Tilcox k - ;""" model, was 

developed by \Vilcox [58,87,99] basically to resolve the shortcomings of the 

". - f model ill predicting APG alld separated flows, as discussed in sectioll 

1.3.2. He has recently modified the equations for w (Eq.2.25) and k (Eq.2.3G), 

to include the damping of the stalldard tnrbulent viscosity (Eq.2.35), for low 

Reynolds number flows in the viscous sub-layer through the closure coefficient 

n* alld t'J*, respectively, as given in Eq.2.37. 

* Ut = n 
k 
W 

- = - - + U - - I1U'- - t3 wk Dk U (( (It ) iJk) _UUi . * 
Dt ch) (J/.: ihj 1 J (h'j 
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2.2. TURBULENCE MODELS 

* _ * (n~ + Ret/ Rk) 
n - O'oe 1 + Ret/ Rk 

.J¥ = 13; fj· 
(2.37) 

\Vherc Ret = pk/ JlW. is the turbulent Reynolds lllllllber. The resultillg extra 

relations are given in Eq.2.38 

If * I no =-, 
3 

1 uk uw 
Xle = 3-' --.

W u')'j u.!') 

'(h > 0 (2.38) 

In the w-equation (see Eq.2.2G), the low-Reynolds number correction in 

the production term is done through modification of the parameter 0', while 

the vorticity in the destruction term is introduced through modification of 

parameter ;3, respectively, as given in Eq.2.39. 

0' = 0'00 (no + Rpt/ Rw ) 

n* 1 + Ret/Rw 

(2.39) 

Equation 2.40 gives the model constants and the supplemcntary relations. 

,3 = 1 + 70X", 
. 1 + 80"\w 

* 1 (2.40) 
(toe = 1, Rk = 6, (3i = 0.072, no = 9' CY oo = 0.G2, ak = 2, aw = 2 

(0 00 =1 at high Re), Rw = 2.9G, RJ = 8, 13~ = 0.09, 

TIw three coefficicnts, R{3, RI;, and R", control the rate at which the closure 

coefficiellts approach their fully turbulent values alld are usually adjusted. 

One of the major advantages of the vVilc:ox k - w model is its ability to 

compute the k and w transport equations in the ne,11' wall region without 

the use of any damping functions. The exact solution of w in the viscous 

sub-la.\'er is 

61' 
w = f3y'2 

for y+ < 2.5 (2.41) 
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2.2. TURBULENCE MODELS 

So at the wall when y = 0, then Ww goes to infinity. This is an awkward 

situation from a ll1111wrical view point! To by-pass this singlllarit.v problem, 

\Vilcox [58] modified the ncar wall lllodeling of w. (Eq.2.-!2). to match the 

asymptotic behavior of the laminar sub-layer (up to y+ ~ 30), and of the 

logarithmic region (y+ > 60), as given in Eqs.2.-13 and 2.-1-1. respectively. 

) ') (u* -
w = --w+ 

I' 

+ . (+ 6 ) w = nlln ww' rJ~ (y+)2 

.+_ ,( fJks'll*) hs - max 1.0, -1-[ -

+ 1 dlL~ll'b 
W =----
~ dy+ 

".+ < 25 s 

1.;8 is the roughness height 

leading to the value of w in the wall cell being modeled as: 

u* 
W=---

~KY 

(2.-12) 

(2.43) 

(2.-1-1) 

(2.45) 

The wall boundary conditions for the I.;-equation are treated in the same way 

as the k-equation in k - f models using a two-layer model approach discllssed 

in section 2.2.6. 

2.2.5 SST k - w model 

The philosophy behind the SST I.; - w model, developed by J\Iellter [65], is 

that it blends the strengths of the I.; - f and the k -w models. In the ncar wall 

region, the k - w model is llsed since it does not require any wall damping 

functions nor the computation of wall distances, and the equations are less 
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2.2. TURBULENCE MODELS 

stiff. Howewr, in the outer layer, the A: - w model has to be abandoned due 

to its sensitivity to the free-stream values of w in favor of the A: - f model. 

Johnson ami King [81], awl Driwr [100] have shown that in APC flows, 

the import ant effects of the transport of the principal stresses, that are not 

usually considered by both the A: - ( and the A: - w IllOdds, C<tll d!'cdivdy be 

accounted for by modifying the definition of turbulent eddy \'iscosity t hl'Ough 

a blending function F2 (Eq.2.47). The main effect of switching from k - w to 

A: - E, is the inclusion of the (Toss-diffusion term in the~' equation (Eq.2AG), 

which it has been argued, enhances production of turlmlent kinetic energy. 

The cross diffusion added in the w-equation is a direct consequence of E to w 

transformation. This switching is facilitated by modification of the Prandt I 

numbers (J!.: and (J:» through the blending function Fl as in Eq.2A8. 

D;...) D (( t't ) ow) CI'_oUi ,.) 
- =-. - -- +0 -. - - -.1l(11-. - - dw-
Dt OJ:, (J le' U:Tj Ut J U:L'j 

1 ok ow + 2(1 - Fd(Jw,2--. --', -
w u:r j u:r:j 

A: 1 

I't = w [1 OF2] , 
max -,-

n* alw 

(2A6) 

The im'ariant measure of strain rate is 0 = V20i) 01) and y is the distance 

to the nearest wall. The blending function, F'2, is 1 fur boundary layer flows, 

including adverse pressure gradient boundary layers, where the production 

of turbulent kinetic energy is much larger than its destruction, and is 0 for 

free shear flows. 

1 1 

(2A8) 
Fl = tanh ( <1Ji) 
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2.2. TURBULENCE MODELS 

In the sub-layer where J.;-w is accurate, the blendillg function Fl. is designed 

to be 1. while in the wake region (y+ > 70). where k - f is accurate, it takes 

a value of O. The cross diffusion into both k and w equations of the J.; - w 

model is introduced through the parameter D:}; (Eq.2 . .J9). 

+ [1 1 () k /}w 20] D.,; = max 2----:-:;-~, 10 
(J.,;,2 W ul'j U:L') 

(2A9) 

The production of kinetic energy, and, the production and dissipation of 

the specific dissipation rate, are modeled ('xactly the same way as in the 

k - w model with t he coefficients of the damping functions slightly modified 

according to the auxiliary relations given in Eq.2.50. 

rj* = 1, 

(2.50) 

Equation 2.51 gives the closure coefficients for the ~Ienter SST J.; - w model. 

* 1 
(loe = 1, Ric = G,d; = 0.072, no = 9' noo = 0.52, R.,; = 2.95 

R,3 = 8, !3~ = 0.09, (J/d = l.176, (J.,;l = 2.0, (J1c2 = l.0 (2.51) 

(J.,;2 = l.168, Ul = 0.31,/J;1 = 0.075, ,d;2 = 0.0828 

2.2.6 Near wall modeling 

For flows with severe pressure gradients leading to boundary layer separa-

tions, the wall functions approach to modeling near wall turbulence is known 

to perform poorly [59, 72, 79]. In such cases the traditional bvo-Iayer zonal 

model approach is adopted. The near-wall mesh must be fint' enough to 

be able to resolve the laminar sub-layer (typically y+ ~ 1). The viscosity-

affected near-wall region is completely resolved all the way to the viscous 

sub-layer and the transport eqnaticHls integrated such that Nikuradse's near 
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2.2. TURBULENCE MODELS 

wall wlocity distribution is reproduced [57,87]. In this approach both the 

turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate, f, and the turbulent viscosity, ('I, in 

the near-wall cells are specified according to the suggestions giwn by \\'olf-

stein [101], and Chen and Patel [102] (see Eq.2.53). The demarcation of the 

viscosity-affed.('d regioll awl the fully-turbulellt n'gi()ll is detcrIuillcd by a 

wall-distance-based, turbulent Reynolds nlllulwr, Re y, ciefinf'cl as; 

{JyJI Rf ---
I! It 

where y is the normal distance from the wall at the cell centers. 

(2.52) 

In the fully turbulent region (Re y > Re~; Re~ = 2(0), the k - f models 

or the RS:0.1 (described in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2) are emplo,ved. Near the 

wall, in the viscosity-affected region, (Re y < Re:), the mOllH'nt Ulll and the k 

equations as described in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 are retained but arc solved 

alollgside the new definition of f and I't. This approach is applied to the 

solution of the momentum, and the J..: equatiolls for the k - w model in the 

viscolls sub-layer. 

L't = C/lt/l VY:. 
k3/ 2 

f=--. 
{E 

. _ .(1-:lJ.! 
(t - !'ill ' 

(2.53) 
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Chapter 3 

Apparatus and Instrumentation 

3.1 Fan test facility 

Statiollary air was dravnJ frOlll the atlllosplH'l'<' h~' all illiet radial £low fall. It 

was passed through a l.9 III 101lg, rectangular-circular transition duct, which 

was connected, to a 600 mIll inner diameter, 3.7 m long circular duct. AIm 

long circular to rectangular transition duct transferred the air to a 400 m x 

100 llllll X 1m long straight inlet duct before its elltr~' into the diffuser proper. 

This inlet duct geometry was maintained CClllstallt for all the diffusers tested 

in this study. The transition and circular ducts were manufactured from 1.2 

I1IIll thick lllild stcd plates. After £lowillg through the diffuscr, the air was 

discharged back into the atmosphere. The fan was powered through a G.Gk\V 

variable speed de motor. Figure 3.1 shows the lilW diagram layout of t he flow 

facility while figure 3.2 shows a pictorial view of tIl{' facility. 

The diffuser was of plane wall, two-dilllensional gcollletry with the roof 

and floor walls being parallPl to each other. The two sidewalls were di vergent. 

To {'nsure two-dimensiollality of t lw flow, the dist <mct' between t he roof awl 

tit!' £loor at tit!' illiet all( I cxit was lllailltailled const allt at ,WO llllt!. Dy 

measuring t he distance lwt,,'een the roof and the £loor of t he diffuser at 

several locations, the overall error ill parallelism was ±0.2G mm. 
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3.1. FAN TEST FACILITY 

Further. the distances between the left and right walls at both entry and exit 

of the diffusers were measured. This was done at the roof, the center plane 

and the Hoor. The half divergence angles e. based on these measurements 

v,'ere 2-1.88°,20.3°.14.5°. All the plates for the straight inlet duct and diffuser 

were machined from 10 mm thick transparent thermoplastic resin (Perspex). 

At the diffuser entry, the edges of the entry duct side plate and diffuser 

entry side plate were machined at appropriate angles to form the required 

divergence angles on assembly. These side plates were joined by use of chloro

form. and the sharp edges at the entry corners were smoothened \'er!' carefully 

using a fine file and semd paper to form the diffuser corner assembly whose 

details are shown in figure 3.3. 

Fluid FlO'v on 
this side 

.. 

Joint by 
chloroform 

" ~ j /'~~ 
.."....------1/ ~ 

Entry Duct Side 
Plate 

I 
/ 

Diffuser Entry 
Side Plate 

~ 
~~~ 

Figure 3.3: Entry corner assembly details 

~,' 

~ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

Diffuser Side 
Plate 

The edges were machined using a milling machine to an accuracy of ±0.25°. 

Linear accurac!' for all the lengths was ±O.O1 lllm. 
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3.1. FAN TEST FACILITY 

One of the main objectives of this study was to check the effect of various 

flo\" parameters due to a change in the diwrgence angle. In this regard, three 

pairs of diffuser entry side plate were machined to correspond to the various 

half divergence angles e, i.e. 15°, 20° and 25°. These were then fitted in turn 

to the facility. 

It was desired to carry out the experiments at a constant axial length 

of 1000 mm from the diffuser geometric entry. The lengths of the corner 

plates were therefore varied to maintain a constant axial length to width 

ratio ,\T/ll T

1 of 10 for the three diffusers tested in this study. The diffuser 

side plate was 903 mm long. Consequently. only the length marked 'L' in 

figure 3.3 needed to be varied. A summary of the geometry of the diffuser is 

given in table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Dimensions for corner assembly side plates 

Odesign(O) '--(mm) N(mm) Oactuai (0) OError(O) NError (mm) 

1.5 181 999.7 14.5 -0.5 -0.3 

20 210 999.8 20.3 +0.3 -0.2 

25 249 1000.3 24.88 -0.12 +0.3 

The roof and floor plates were attached to the side plates by cap screws. 

Grease was applied to the edges of the side plates to ensure that no leakage 

took place through the interfaces after assembly. To stabilize the flov,:, wire 

mesh screens of 0.9 mm wire thickness. 3.3 mm square eye and 6 holes per 

square centimeter ,vere installed at the rectangular-circular transition duct 

exit. circular duct-transition duct interface. and transition piece-entry duct 

interface. Vibration effects were isolated from the duct facility by using 12 

llllll foam gaskets installed between the flanges at all interfaces. Further. both 

t li(' circul({r ({lld trmlsitioll ducts w(,r(, cUl(:lior('d to t lw floor. This ('llSllrcd 
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3.1. FAN TEST FACILITY 

that, no significant vibrations from the fan were transmitted to the diffuser. 

Before the diffuser was bolted to the straight inlet duct. wlocity profile 

measurements showed that the flow at the exit of this duct was symmetrical 

about the x axis in both the y and :z directions. However. it is known that 

Ollce tll<' diffuser is cOllllcdeci to the straight duct, the prCS('llCT of a st all ill the 

diffuser distorts the velocity profile at the exit of the straight duct (see figure 

6.1). This distortion is dependent on the Reynolds number and the diffuser 

divergence angle [11,17,18, 26J. It was desired to measure the reference flmv 

parameters at a location where this distortion was absent. and hence an 

arbitrary upstream location in the straight duct .. r/H'l = -2.35. where these 

flow conditions were met, was chosen as a suitable flow reference location. 

After illstallatioll of each diffuser, the velocitv profil(~s \\'en' 1Ileasured again 

at the reference location by use of hot-wire anemometry and were found to be 

uniform with an average boundary layer thickness. 6. of 5 mm corresponding 

to an inlet blockage factor, B ~ 0.015. This point is henceforth considered as 

the diffuser reference point upon \vhich the reference inlet centerline velocity 

Un! = L\ was measured. 

At the reference point, eight static pressure holes of 1.8 mm diameter, 

were drilled. two on each side of the duct. Due to the manufacturing dif

ficulties of drilling the 1.8 mm holes at the exact diffuser entry. a similar 

set of eight holes were drilled at a location 2 mm upstream of the diffuser 

entry. This is the point at which the entry static pressure. g. was measured. 

The static pressure PI was used as the reference inlet pressure against which 

pressure reco\'ery values at points along the sidewall. Px - Pl. were evalu

ated. Small brass tubes, 20 mm long. and of 1.8 mm and 1 mm outer and 

inner diameters respectively, were inserted into the static pressure holes. The 

tubes were completely flush with the inner surface of the side plates. This 
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3.1. FAN TEST FACILITY 

was achieved by ensuring that they pressed against a polished flat mild steel 

bar held against the side plates from inside the duct. A fast setting adhesive 

(super glue) was used to secure the tubes in position. Air was then blown 

through the tubes to ensure that no blockage had taken place. The same 

treatment was given to all the other static pressure tubes inserted into the 

test section. 

The static pressures at the reference location and at the diffuser entry 

were averaged by connecting the eight tubes. to a common ring tube through 

1..5 mm flexible \"inyl tubing, at each of the two locations. The output of the 

common ring tube at the reference point was used as the reference pressure, 

Prej • in all the experiments while the output of the ring tube at the diffuser 

entry was the inlet static pressure, Pl. A port for the insertion of an L-shaped 

Pitot tuhe and the hot-wire anemometer from the side\',"all was provided 

at the reference point for measurement of the centerline reference dynamic 

pressure. Pm. hence U1 , and the velocity profiles. A trawrse mechanism with 

a lead screw thread attached to the diffuser stand frame was used to move the 

L-shaped hot-wire anemometer probe in the lateral direction. (along y-axis). 

On each side plate of the inlet duct-diffuser assembly, 60 static pressure 

holes. and hence a total of 120 pressure holes for both sides. were drilled. The 

locations of the tapings were as indicated in table 3.2. Attention was paid to 

the locations near the entry of the diffuser where very high pressure gradients 

due to separation and sudden changes of flm'" directions were expected. In 

this region. the pressure holes were spaced at 5 mm intervals. This spacing 

increased progressively to 10, 20 and 50 mm in the dO\\"llstream direction. 

A Scanivalve pressure scanner with 48 pressure ports was used to scan 

the st atic pressures on the diffuser side walls. and the tot al pressure at the 

reference point. The static pressure tubes and the output of the common ring 
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3.1. FAN TEST FACILITY 

Table 3.2: Location of static pressure holes 

Zone Intervals (mm) No. of holes 

-3 < X/WI < -0.5 50 6 

-0.5 < x/1VI < 0.5 5 19 

0.5 < x/1VI < 1 10 5 

l<x/H'I<5 20 20 

5 < X/H'I < 10 50 10 

tube at the diffuser entry, PI, were connected to ports 1-47 of the scanner. 

This meant that three runs were required. in order to take measurements of 

all the 120 static pressure ports on the diffuser sidewalls for any given inlet 

flow Reynolds number. The total pressure Pitot tube was connected to port 

48 of the scanner. and hence the dynamic pressure. Pm. for an~' run could 

be established. The dynamic pressure determined from the total and static 

pressures measured at the flow reference point for each run was then used 

to normalize all the static pressures measured for that run. Therefore, any 

errors in the coefficient of pressure recovery that could result from changes 

in flow and atmospheric conditions were minimized. 

The roof of the diffuser was constructed from six. 1.50 mm wide strips 

<{Bd two strips of widths 15 lIun <{Bd ~5 nml instalkd CiS first <{Bd last strip 

at the entry and exit of the diffuser respectively. Thus, the total axial length 

of the diffuser remained constant at 1m for all the tests carried out. The 

dimensions of each strip were based on its position along the diffuser axial 

length as shmyn in figure 3.4. The origin of the cartesian coordinate system 

used in this research was at the center of the diffuser entry plane. All the 

strips were made from 10 mm Perspex and were reinforced with 25 mm 

aluminium square tubes. A 150 mm wide Perspex probing strip was used to 
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3.1. FAN TEST FACILITY 

Flow Direction 

',---

/ 
~ 

\ }c~ 
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15 
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y 

x 

\ 
\ Left Wall 
\ 

\ // 
IlL" 

Leftwards 

Rightwards 

150 

150 

150 

Figure 3.-1: Geometry of the diffuser roof and comoention for the diffuser 

moye a 3-tube yaw meter in the y direction for measuring the \Oelocity profiles 

in the diffuser test section. This strip was 2 m long and 10 mm thick and 

v,as also reinforced with a 25 mm aluminium square tube. The probing strip 

was long enough to ensure that the roof remained covered at all times, at any 

section. during the probing between the left and the right sidewalls. All the 

150 mm roof strips ,vere removed in turn and replaced v,ith the probing strip. 

\Tdoc-ity profiles were then measured at 150 mm interyals in the x direction. 

A wry robust mechanism was required to moye the probing strip in the 

lateral direction. Since small spatial variations in the lateral direction, were 

not desired. moyement of the probing strip was done manually. The yaw 

meter location was established by using a scale attached to the neighboring 

strips. All locations were measured either positive or negative relative to the 
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3.2. THE CLUSTER OF INLET VANES 

centreline when probing was to the right or left respectively. This convention 

,,,as based on an observer viewing the diffuser from the entry plane along the 

fiow as shown in figure 3.4. A lead screw on the yaw meter mechanism was 

used to "ertically traverse the probe between the roof and floor. 

3.2 The cluster of inlet vanes 

The vanes were designed according to the design criteria of Cochran and 

Kline [4]. They were manufactured from 0.5 mm thick stainless steel plates. 

Each plate v;as of length 250 l11m and width 400 mm. The passages were 

formed by spacing the plates at both ends along four 5 mm threaded lead 

scre\\'s, two on each end, such that the opening angles Q, of the resulting 

passages were between 7.5° - 10°. The plates \\"ere locked in position on 

the lead screws by use of thin lock washers from both sides of the plates. 

The angles of the passages and the number of vanes could thus be freely 

vCiriccl. Thc dllster of ViillCS WiiS t hell positicJllcd at the diffuscr inlet. A 

tight fit between this cluster and roof/floor ensured that the vanes remained 

in position during experiments. Table 3.3 is a summary of the dimensions 

of the vanes for the different diffuser angles based on the notation given in 

figure 3.5. 

Table 3.3: Dimensions for the vane clusters 

Oe) No. of vanes, n Length, c (mm) Spacing. a (mm) alb Q(O) 

1.5 3 250 25 1 7.5 

20 4 250 20 1 8 

25 4 250 20 1 10 

Figure 3.6 shows the duster of vanes installed at the diffuser entry. 
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3.3. INSTRUMENTATION 

~-r----l _ 

~I 

Ditfuser Walls 

c 

~--- Lead Screws 

~, 
Yanes 

Figure 3.5: Notation for the vane design 

3.3 Instrumentation 

3.3.1 Pressure measurements 

Pressure scanner 

A 4S-port Scanivalve pressure-sampling scanner was used for measuring mul

tiple pressures in conjunction with a reluctance pressure transducer. The 

rotor of the Scanivalve, through which stepping of the measurement ports 

\\'as achieved. was driven by a solenoid. The rotational speed of the rotor was 

varied through a solenoid controller. The position of the rotor was tracked 

using an optical emitter transmitting to an odd/even decoder whose binary 

digital number was displayed on a screen and also read through a computer. 

The maximum sampling rate for the scanner \,'as 200 readings per second, 

ewn though data was sampled at a frequency of 0.1 Hz to allow enough 

settling time for the air in the thin, long vinyl pressure transmission tubes. 

A portable precision pneumatic calibrator \\"as used to check for external 
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H.H. 11'.'STRUMENTATION 

Fil',ure :Ui: Facility wit.h "ariC8 JIL.~talhl 

leakages. Villyl tubes were conlleded to the pneumatic connector of the 

Snmi"al\"e HTl(1 through the calibrator a pressur~ ()fO .. ~ bar wa._ applit"d for 10 

minntpt, to each port Th~ maximulll pr"SSure drop corresponded to »n 11.·10/,: 

drop in prcssure p CI hour. This w'L.~ within tht" a.ret·plabl<.· nlllKt· ~tated by the 

manu flu·tllT"r of 20.8'X drop in prO'.l;l;lH" p<'r hon1" I.Hllk»gPb at th!' \-'inyl (.nl,., 

COllll"Ctions, were f'lr ther ched;ed by using a syringe to inject soapy water 

jnto the tuiws alld obs<>r\"ing thH [orIllHtion of llIly bTlbbl!'~. :\0 IH»hl'I',PS WHre 

obsern'd and in any ra.'-C. the "d ual e-XperilU('nts wert' conducted at prNl.~ur('>. 

",,,II below 0. 1 bar. 

P ressure trausdm·.-r 

All thH pressures were measured by 11'>€ of a 1)'(;2~ Pa full range reluctance 

pressure transducer described Jlj aplwmlix B Sdf-conlaiucd dedronics PH), 

viriod a ("(Hldit.imul(j lill"»rizpd ().~ V(k outP'lt, v,,, Th" a("("lIra("), of til(' 

(.ranOOuc!'r was specified by the manufadurer ai< 1.5% fall scale (best fit 
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3.3. INSTRUMENTATION 

straight line), which included nOll-linearity, hysteresis alld llOll- rqwatahility. 

The low-pressure port of the transdllcer was connected to the olltput of the 

common ring tube at the diffuser reference location, Pte!, while the high

pressure port was connected to the output of the Scani\'al\'e pressure scan

ner. Calibration of the transducer, (see appelldix 13), was carried out in 

a low-turbulence intensity (0.4%) wind tllnnel against an inclined alcohol 

manometer. The linearity of the manometer calibration was found to he 

within 1.1 % of the manufacturer's specification. Accordingly. the calibration 

equation, (Eq.3.1), was used to compute all the differential pressures mea

sured by the transducer. Data was sampled at a frequency of 100 Hz and 

hence 1000 readings were averaged at one pressure port before the scanner 

stepped to another port. 

P.r - P,.e! = 124.6\1;;ra (3.1 ) 

Three-tube yaw meter 

A yaw meter (also known as a 'cobra probe') combines the means for sinllll

t aneous measurement of total pressure, dynamic pressure, and flow direct ion 

by one instrument. It can be made of multiple tubes ranging between 3 and 

7. The most common though are either a 3-tube yaw meter. for two di

mensional flow measurements, or a 5-tube yaw meter, for three-dimensional 

measurements. For this two-dimensional flow study, a 3-tubc yaw mcter was 

used. 

The method by which a yaw meter is rotated locally to determine the 

flow direction sensed when the off-center pressures, Pt and PI (figure 3.7 (\)) 

balance out, is known as the null-reading method. At this position of pres

sure balance, the central total head tube, Pc, then measures the local total 

pressure. Achieving this Hull-position for the low pressure regime of this 
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3.3. INSTRUMENTATION 

research was extremely cumbersome. However, this experimental difficulty 

- ~-------------.;-----

- ----------

Section y-y 

(a) 

Brass casing 
04.8 

- Brass tubes 
1.60.0,0.7 1.0 

.5 . 
~ 

(b) 

l!) 
N 

R4.5 bend 

Figure 3.7: The 3-tube yaw meter 

was overcome by a probe calibration method based on the determination 

of probe rotational sensitivity in terms of non-dimensional calibration pa

rameters which make the calculation of local velocity components possible, 

therefore eliminating the need to rotate the probe at the measurement site. 

Furthermore, inaccuracies in probe construction. which produce errors with 

the null-reading technique, are accounted for by calibration. The calibration 

parameters could then be read off pre-mapped calibration charts given in 

appendix B. Considering the enormous amount of data that is n~quired to 

capture the cOlllplete velocity and static pressure fields in this study, this 

process was made simpler by the use of calibration equations as will be dis-

cussed shortly. 

The bent shape of the probe was constructed by soldering together 3 
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3.3. INSTRUMENTATION 

brass tubes of 0.7 mm and 1.6 Hllll inner and outer diallleters, respectively. 

Bending of the tubes was done in such a manner that the tube opcnings 

were on the same plane as the vertical axis of their orientation. This design 

allowed up to 3600 rotation of the yaw meter about the yaw axis without 

altering the measurement location, a design feature of particular use in this 

study. The probe consisted of a forward facing Pitot-tube at the center and 

two chamfered side tubes at a challlfer angle of _lSo in the horizontal plane as 

shown ill figure 3.7. The tubes were contained ill a 4.8 lllIll internal diameter 

brass casing that was 245 nlln long. 

Orientation mechanism 

Figure 3.8 shows the orientation mechanism used for measuring the velocity 

profiles. It was composed of a lead screw 335 nlln long and l.75 nlln pitch. 

The lead screw had a celltral through hole along its axis to accolllmodatc the 

probes in their casing. A vertical adjustment wheel with a threaded through 

hole was attached to the support bracket by a collar bolted to the top of the 

support bracket. The lead screw was held rigidly in the guide block by grub 

screws on one end, and to the protractor on the other end. The guide block 

was sandwiched between the legs of the support bracket and was able to slide 

along the legs. The vertical movement of the probe casing, together with the 

probes, was guided by three bushes. The first bush was fitted at the bottolll 

of the lead screw, the second one in a cylindrical guide on the base plate, 

and the third one at the protractor pointer ann. The edge of the protractor, 

against which a rubber bush pressed, was straight kuurled. The rubber bush 

pressed agaiust the protractor through a knob held at the protractor arm. 

By turning this knob, the anll could be rotated around the protractor. Since 

the only place the probe casing was rigidly held was at the protractor arlll, 
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:J.:J. n .... S 1'H IJME ,YTAT[()N 

Protractor 

Guide 

Probe 

Lead Screw 

1 <~ SuPport 
~ I Bracket 

<-- 13." Plale 

Figurp 3.8' YRW llwjpr ori('ntation mf'Chanism 

rol8ting thp arm rpsultf'tl ill rotatiull of the prub€. 

The yaw an)';le !\iven I<J l.ht.' prolw was n',,'] at Ihe mlihmted protmdoL 

The protractor had« rpsolutiollUf 1', Thp yaw allglp was thus rp8.::1 to all 

allgular accurac:. of ±(Ui'. The lend screw. the guide block, the prol"" the 

protractor amI the prutr8.C\<Jr pointpr arm cuuld a.ll be mowd lip or down 

wheu Ihe v!.Tticnl adjustment wl~,d was IUrI",d . Tl~' V<'rti('al p(lHiti(Jn WB" 

d"l.ermium[ by re«d illg off t he scale ~ t I ~ched tu the SUPIXlrt brocket to 8n RC-

{'macy of ±O.!J mm, The whole asseml,lv was attached 10 a base plate. which 

wa5 in turn oolt.ed to the a.lullliniulll ccinfoc('(.'lli(.'m (JU til<' prohinj; ~1.rip. 
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.L1. 1 .. '181"H (lMf:.,\'TA'I"ION 

lwncp placing the ociHntation mechanism out of th~ flow fi~ld and ther~for~ 

introducing no blo('k"II.H effeclH oc diHt_l) rhRl)(,p to t llH flow. Two pw nlPters 

lI"re manufact.ured to JJl~a"Ule tb~ flow-field, one at the difIll~el reference 

location. and thH othHT at tlw test section. Figur~ 3.~ shows a pictorial view 

orthe flow flU-ilit.y wilh IhH IllH two Vim' 1I1etHf>; ill pla,y. 

FigllI~ 3.9: Flow fadhty with yaw lllPtm-s 

3.3.2 Inle t v elocity m ea suremen ts 

Inlet velocity profiles Rnd turbu lence intensities 'wre measucpd by list' of a 

TSI (XJll~t.ant . t.pmppmt lln.linpari~,,, 1 aHemometer (eTA). The tWllSOl W'k~ a 

fine wire made of S-micron platiuulll coatl'f\ tungsteu weldffi to L-shapl'fi 

gold plated ~tainless steel needles t.hat lI'ere mounted 011 it probe support. 

Wilh Ihis Hfrallll.!'mPllt., tl", ~€n,;or Wat; IIp~;t.IH"n of thp probp 1.0 minimi/H 

upstreRlll flow disturbance caused by the prohH support Tlw pcohes 'wr~ 
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3.4. PROBE STEADY STATE CALIBRATION 

built \yith a plug-type connector to fit to a probe support 1 thus proyiding 

an electrical connection to the anemometer electronics. The probe support 

\\'as connected to the anemometer through a 1.9 m long tri-axial cable. The 

sensor was set to operate on a 5: 1 bridge ratio with a control resistance of 

G~~2. Thc probe support WitS 0.5 III IOllg. The lillcitriz('l' voltage output WitS 

accurate to within ±0.5%. 

The anemometer was calibrated in a 0.4% turbulence intensity wind tun

nel flow field against a Pitot-static tube connected to the reluctance pressure 

transducer. Equation 3.2 shows the linearized equation used for velocity 

measurements. Based on this equation. the calibration data v;as linear to 

within ±0.6o/c. 

u = 3.2Elin (3.2) 

whereu and E1in were the air instantaneous velocity and eTA linearizer out

puts, respectiycly. The rms fluctuating velocity, IJ' was calculated according 

to Eq.3.3. Hence. the turbulence intensity could be established. 

, 
IJ = 

N ( N)2 ~ ~ij. - _.1 ~ri. 
S~ 1 .V~) 

i=l j=l 

(3.3) 

where S was the number of readings sampled at a frequency of 10 KHz for 3 

seconds. Three sets of readings were taken in time steps of 10 seconds. The 

mean and the nns fluctuating \'elocities. and the turbulence intensities were 

t hen calculated from the resulting arrays before discarding the arra~'s ready 

for the next position. 

3.4 Probe steady state calibration 

The probe was calibrated against a hot-v,'ire anemomcter in a low-turbulence 

illtell:-:ity ((UV! t1ll'lml('llC<~ intcllsity) wiud t1ll11H'1 flow field. The l'dCl'CllCC 
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3.4. PROBE STEADY STATE CALIBRATION 

probe null-direction was selected as the direction of the centreline of the probe 

tip in line with the main flow direction v,hen the pressures recorded from the 

off-center tubes were equal to each other. At t his reference direction, 4' = 0°. 

The pressure measured at the central tube of the probe at this position was 

the total (stagnation) pressure of the flow, Pt. discussed earlier. 

)Jon-dimensional calibration parameters were calculated in terms of pres-

sures and resultant flow velocity, q, similar to those specified by Yajnik and 

Gupta [103]. Bryer and Pankhurst [104] and Rhagava et al. [105] and given 

in Eqs.3.4 to 3.6. 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where Pt and Pr are the pressures sensed b~' the off-center tubes, Pm = 

(P1+Pr)/2. is the mean pressure for the off-center pressures. Pc is the pressure 

measured by the central tube, and Pt is the local total pressure that would 

be measured by the probe if it were at the null-position. These functions 

can be established directly and are known to be independent of Re~'nolds 

number [106-108]. Thus, once established at one Reynolds number. they can 

be applied to a range of Reynolds numbers. In this research. calibration of the 

probe ,,'as done at 15 m/s. The resulting charts are presented in appendix 

B. The pressures from these tubes were recorded b~' use of the Scanivalve 

scanner in conjunction with the pressure transducers in the same manner as 

the wall static pressures were recorded. 
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3.4. PROBE STEADY STATE CALIBRATION 

For the large number of measurement points. reading the calibration 

parameters from the charts proved to be tedious. Consequently, the linear 

portions of the calibration charts were established, and polynomial descrip

tions of these portions developed so that analysis could be simplified by 

processing the parameters using a personal computer. The linear portion of 

the f(7,)) versus 1jJ chart was found to be between -1.4 < f(u) < 1.26 which 

corresponded to -16° < 1jJ < 14° and was described by Eq.3.7. 

I (t') = 0.0295 + 0.08961j} (3.7) 

\\'ithin this region, the dynamic pressure. q p. and total pressure. 8 p cali

bration parameters both produced a one on one relationship with '1,) and were 

curve fitted using sixth order polynomials given in Eq.3.8. 

Qp =0.6544 + (26v) -1l,2)x10-4 
- (3ti - v 4)x10-6 

- (7V}5 + 3vJ6 )x10-9 

Sp =0.0079 - (5v) - 31jJ2)x10-4 - (11,3 + 5v4)x10-6 
(3.8) 

+ (20t,5 + 4¢6)x10-9 

To avoid a singularity in Eqs.3.4 and 3.6. when Pc - Pm becomes zero, it 

was ensured that Pc - Pm remained positive. This condition was monitored 

through the data acquisition software. ::'-Jegati\"e values of Pc - Pm, and 

hence Qp. \\"ould describe complex imaginary values of the velocity based on 

Eq.3.5. Values of I(c') were also monitored real time so that whenever they 

\\"ere out of range, they would be adjusted accordingly by rotating the probe 

in the appropriate direction. Thereafter, the fiow direction and velocity were 

established relative to the adjusted probe direction. Finally. the calculated 

fiow direction was transformed so that it ,,"as referenced to the geometric 

null-probe direction. 

At a given location. Eqs.3.4 and 3.7 were us cd to c\"aluate the ~"aw cal

ibration parameter, I ('It!)), and the yaw angle. (.' respectivel~". The d~"nalllic: 
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3.5. DATA ACQUISITION 

pressure calibration parameter, Q p, and the local d~'namic pressure were 

calculated from Eqs.3.5 and 3.8. Finally. the total pressure calibration pa

rameter, 5 p. and total pressure, and, hence static pressure \\'ere established 

from Eqs.3.6 and 3.8. 

The velocity components u and v with respect to the rand y directions 

of the pressure probe. respectively, were calculated according to Eq.3.9. 

u = qcos u 

v = qsin~' 
(3.9) 

Results obtained by use of these polynomials were tested at several locations 

within the diffuser test section against the null-reading technique. The a\'

('rage ('rror ill llH'asurillg the flow angle WaS 0.810. The rms error in velocity 

measurement was l.37%. 

3.5 Data acquisition 

3.5.1 Analogue to digital converSIon 

In this study. the outputs of both the pressure transducer and the constant 

temperature anemometer were conditioned. linearized. analogue voltage sig

nals. The signals were digitized through a plug-in 32 bit PCI data acquisition 

board (DAQ). The analogue input range was set at ±5 V. The board had 

an internal IDC40 connector for digital I/O, through which. the Scanivalve 

controller and odd-even decoder were interfaced with the computer, 

3.5.2 Data acquisition software 

Data acquisition software was developed in the ::'-Jational Instruments' Lab

VIE\\' Version 7.0. All the physical instruments were accessed from the 

Lab VIE\Y platform according to the data flm\' logic shown in figure 3.10. 
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3.5. DATA ACQUISITION 

For these experiments, it was established that the repeatability of the 

data was affected by the slweci of scanning. Enough settling time had to 

be allowed before commencing samplillg after stepping (;\'('1'.\' port of the 

SCilllivalve. This was because the respOllse time of the static pressure in the 

thin vinyl tubes was fairly long. Consequently. after stepping cach port, 10 

seconds wcre allowed to pass before sampling began. Samplillg \Vas then 

done for 10 seconds at a frequency of 100 Hz. For each flow cOlldition, tlw 

scalllling was repeated three times. The data was processed by the LabVIE\V 

software. before being saved in a Microsoft Excel data format to a file, ready 

for plotting of the curves after the experimellts. A modified form of the 

software was used during the velocity probing experiments. Apart from the 

1lI11111H'r of ports sCCllllwd, thc only ot.her slight diff(,l'<'w'c \Vas that lOllger 

integration times were used, 30 secollds for each output of the yaw meter 

tubes. This. and cOllsidering that very many repeatability tests were carried 

out, justified the main assumption of a steady flo", in this research. 
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Chapter 4 

Numerical Solutions 

4.1 Finite volume approach 

In chapter 2, it \vas shown that the transient transport by COll\'ection for 

any property 0, (for example, Ui , h;, E,W, and the Reynolds stresses, -PUiUj), 

is made up of five processes. The first two processes involve transport of 

this property by both turbulent and viscous diffusion, D~ and D:p. respec

tively. The third and fourth processes take into account the production 

due to turbulence, Pcp, and destruction (or dissipation), ~\!;, of property (p. 

The last process is the transport of property (/J due to t he pressure-strain 

relationship. lIcp. The transient Reynolds averaged transport ~ avier-Stokes 

equations for property ¢ can be written in their conservative form as given 

in Eq.4.1 (see [109,110]). 

D (pcP) --+ 
~ + div(p¢ '/1 ) = div(r ,pgrad¢) + S9 (-1.1) 

The first term on the right hand side of the Eq.-!.1 involves both the viscous 

diffusion, D:;. and the turbulent diffusion, D~. with r" being the diffusion 

coefficient. The production terlll, P~i), the destruction term, Q\), and the 

transport by pressure term, I1q" are included in the somce terlll. Scp, of Eq.4.l. 
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4.1. FINITE VOLUME APPROACH 

Equation -1.1 can be integrated over a control yolume to get; 

( -1.2) 

For a steady fiow, and by applying Gauss' divergence theorem to the volume 

integral of Eq.-1.2 one gets; 

(-1.3) 

Finite volume integration of Eq.-1.3 over the control yolume .\"ields; 

}\hace':-o lVface :-, 

L {JjV'j(}j.A j = L fq,(v\?)n.Aj+So,r (-1.-1) 
j j 

where; 

Njaces = number of faces enclosing a cell, 

¢ j = value of ¢ convected through face j, 
---+---+ 

PIll I' A I = lllass fi1lx thro1lgh thl' face, 
---+ A A 

Aj = area of face j, IAI (= Arl + Ayj in 2D geometries), 

(\7 ¢)n = magnitude of \7 ¢ normal to face j, 

F = cell volume. 

The discretized values of the scalar ¢ are stored at the cell centers of each 

control volume of a structured non-orthogonal grid. Since the 9I yalues are 

required for the convection terms in Eq.4.-1, they are interpolated from the cell 

center values using the various differencing schemes available in the literature 

snch as the central differencing scheme, the first order upwind SC1WIlH" the 

second order upwind scheme, the power law scheme. the QUICK scheme, 

etc. [109]. 

For each cell, the discretized scalar transport equation (Eq.-1.-1) contains 

the unknown scalar variable, (P, as well as the unknown values of this variable 
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4.1. FINITE VOLUME APPROACH 

in the neighboring cells, ~6nb. This equation will, in general. be non-linear 

with respect to these variables. A linearized form of Eq.-1.-1 can be written 

as [109,111]: 

([ 1'(/) = La 111/)11.1) + h 
nb 

(.:l.G) 

where the subscript nb refers to neighboring cells. The coefficients O}' and 

0nb are the linearizl'd coefficients for q) awl (/Jnb respectively. The nlllllber 

of ncighbors for each cell depends on the grid topology, but will typically 

be equal to the number of faces enclosing the cell (boundary cells being the 

exception). Similar equations can be written for each cell in the grid. This 

H'sults in a set of algebraic equations with a sparse coefficient matrix. For 

scalar equations, this linear system is solved using a point implicit (Gauss

Seidel) linear equation solver in conjunction with an algebraic multi-grid 

(A~IG) method that is in-built in the Fluent CFD solver and is described 

in [111]. 

The derivative V' cp of the variable (/) is used to discretize the convection 

and diffusion t(TlllS of the equatiolls of nlOtioll. Usillg the Gre('ll-Gallss tiH'-

orem, the gradient is computed as; 

(-1.6) 

where c/J f is the value of ¢ at the cell face centroid, I' is the cell volume, ami 

the sllll1mation is over all the faces enclosing the cell. The face value, 9 f ' 

in EqA.6 is taken from the arithmetic average of the vaitH's at the centers of 

the neighboring cells 0 and 1 that share a com mOll interface f. i.e .. 

(-1.7) 
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4.2. NUMERICAL TREATMENT 

4.2 Numerical treatment 

COlllputatiolls W(,1'(, pC1'forlll('d usillg a fillite V()IUlll(~ ('odl'. FLT;E~T neleas(~ 

6.2.16. on a steady two-dimensional space. Solution of the modeled equations 

was carried out using the segregated llUllwrical scheme' approach with the 

non-linear governillg equations being implicitly linearized. There were no 

user defined source terms that were specified. The pressure-\"elocity coupling 

was achieved by use of the SIMPLEC algorithm. Discretization of the k. 

w. and momentum equations was done by use of the QUICK discretizatioll 

scheme. 

Due to non-linearity of the RANS equations. the scalar quantities are 

susceptible to numerical divergence during the iteration process [109]. Some 

under-relaxation of the new terms was therefore required. For this reason and 

based on operating experience, the pressure was under-relaxed by a factor 

of 0.5 while the approximations for the momentum transport equations were 

under-relaxed by a factor of 0.7. Both the k and the w terms were each 

under-relaxed by a factor of 0.8. 

Convergence of the solutions was monitored by meallS of scaled residuals. 

The residual levels were set at 1 x 10-6 for the continuity equation and the 

specific dissipation rate. For the turbulent kinetic energy, IL and Ii velocities, 

the residual levels were specified as 1 x 1O- fi
. These resiciuallevei settings leel 

to net lllass outfiow rates given in table .i. 1 for each diffuser. The upstream 

inlet ducts for the 28° and 42° diffusers were developed to match the diffuser 

g!'olll<'tries of Cochrall and Klill!' H]. Thus, the luass illfiow rate for the 

28° and .i2° diffusers was 1A8 kg/s while for all the other diffusers, the fiow 

rates were 0.735 kg/so The maxinmm error ill lllass outfiow was 0.16% and 

hence the errors were considered small enough to be neglected. \\Tithin these 

settings. the solution cOllvergence was acceptable. 
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4.3. COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 

Table -1.1: Exit Hydraulic diameters and mnss flow rates 

20 (0) Dh (Exit) Net outflow Error in flow rate 

(mm) lO-G(kg/s) (7L ) 

-1 229.75 0.0084 1.1-1e-5 

7 370.27 0.03-1 -1.6e-5 

10 -123.51 0.14 2e--1 

15 -188.29 0.1-1 2e--1 

20 534.5 0.033 -1.55e-5 

28 777.62 56 0.0-1 

30 596.41 91.7 0.12 

-10 636.39 120 0.16 

-12 884.6 140 0.09 

50 664.7 50 0.07 

4.3 Computational domain 

Figure 4.1 shows the general configuration against which the meshing was op

timized. The meshes were generated using a CAD software, Gambit Version 

2.04. This CAD softwnre was flexible enough to a 110\\' the developed meshes 

to be integrated directly into the Fluent solver with the boundary conditions 

alread~' specified. The versatility of Gambit allowed changes of such bound

ary conditions, or e\'en modification of the mesh in Fluent wit hout haying to 

regenerate tIl{' 111<'sh. SinC(~ tIw diffuscr gcollwtries were sYlllllletrical about 

the ~'-axis, t hen for each diffuser, only half of the geometry was meshed, and 

then reflected about the :r-axis to produce the full geometry. This was ex

ported to the solver. The inlet duct was 10n'1 long to ensure fully developed 

channel flow at the inlet of the diffuser. The diffusing section had a length 

of IOn ']. The fiow exhausted into a plenum chamber which was of another 
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4.3. CO!vlPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 

Table 4.2: Specification for the meshes 

:"1esh type Xl X2 X3 X4 XCi X6 X, Xs Xg YlO 

L 250 250 90 150 150 150 150 150 160 Eq.4.9 

COARSE 11 7.35 2 2 2.08 3.13 4.17 5.36 6.25 7.27 0.125 

n 34 116 70 72 48 36 28 24 22 120 

L 250 250 90 150 150 150 150 150 160 Eq.4.9 

FINE II 3.68 1 1 l.04 l.56 2.08 2.68 3.13 3.64 0.0625 

n 68 332 140 144 96 72 56 48 44 240 

L 250 250 90 150 150 150 150 150 160 Eq.4.9 

FINER II l.89 0.5 0.5 0.52 0.78 l.04 l.34 l.56 l.82 0.03125 

n 132 664 280 288 192 144 112 96 88 480 

cessive ratio approach whereby the cell lengths gradually increased as the 

distance from the wall was increased, generated according to the number 

of nodes. n, the dist ance of the first node, ll. from the \valL and the total 

length of the edge. L. The successive ratio, r. and hence the distances be

tween neighboring nodes were based on Eq.4.8 [112]. These edges were linked 

for meshing. and hence only the geometric properties for the edge YlO were 

required. In the streamwise direction, apart from edge X 2 and X 3 , whose 

gradings were done according to Eq.4.8, all the other edges were graded with 

a successive ratio of 1. 

n. L 
L r1 -

1 = l 
i=l 1 

{i+l 
r = - = constant 

li 

(i = 3.4, ... , 9) 

( 4.8) 

(4.9) 

It is known that for APG flows, the wall functions that facilitate the in-

tegration of the transport equations across the viscous sub-layer, and hence 
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4.J, COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 

j'('IlHwillg t,h" n",d for H verv nIle mesh flt the wall, do not give good re

sults :5!J, 72, 7!i, In sueh fiows; th" opl.i]",,,]] me"h is the olle whose y+ "'" 1, 

""SHri,,!,; thflt integratioll of the transport equatlOlls is perform",\ all II", 

wa,' t<l Ih,' wall wilhout a1lY ",,,,J for the neH wall lllodincatioll~ of these 

equations. Even though the yt "'" 1 ,'a\""s ,-h,,-k was I"'rformed for HII the 

diifu~"rs, 1I",5ff diffuser hilt; been choS€n for the grid, modeL and diocrdi~a

tion scheme tesls' PW8('nl.alion in s"dioll 6_:3, he<::fiUse it provides the 1ll0f,t 

s!',w,' APG flow 

Cochran and Kline I·f have ,hOWll tlml t iw illtrod,wtion of ~hort Wlllt'S at 

lhe inl"t uf wid" allgb\ difhlS!'r~ led to fill increaS€ in presr,ure recove!,', This 

8.'pe<::t was inwstigated in this reoeardl Luth ,'XI"·rilll,,nt filly find 1l1]lBeriCfilir, 

The ~hurl i1l]('l "~1l"S of le1lgth 2,50 mlll and thickness 0.5 IIUIl, whOl\e desigll 

is di~,',,'O;('(1 in !'!]fipter 3, Wf'rf' introduced in the m"sh t,'p" FTKE fur tll(' 

28'.30',42" and 50" diffusers, A Irpi,."l "xalupl" of su('h H """ed diffuser is 

given in figure 4.:; 

Fig;ure 4.:l: Til<' m,,~h fm th" ,,,neel diffuser 

For all the diffu~el geollwt,ri"S, Ih" Ikv1lolds numbers based on the up-

strealll channel hydrHulie d]HIlH't,'r ~]((l 1.1", centerlill~ velocities in the x di

reetinn w<'n,; 1 ,Of< x 10'\ 16:3 x 10° 2,17 X 105 Hnd b .. ~ x ](t' , TI", Ri r 

wfIH nf "olLstant density of 1.:.I2J kg/m·1 anrl {'(mslanl al)5<)lute ~;~cosi l y of 
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4-4- BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

l. 7894 X 10-5 kg/ms. 

All other geometric considerations in the computational domain were dcvel-

oped to duplicate the experimental data set discussed in chapter 3. 

4.4 Boundary conditions 

The boundary condition at the inlet was specified as ct constant velocity inlet 

with a turbulence intensity of 2% in all cases. The hydraulic diameter for 

28° and 42° (liffus('l"s was US.4G l1111l, whil(' that for all the ot 11<'1' angles was 

160 nllll, based on Eq.4.10. 

The outlet boundary conditions vw~re specified as constant pressure outlets 

with a turbulence intensity of 2% while the hydraulic diameters were as 

summarized in table 4.1. The pressure at the outlet was set at the gauge 

pressure of 0 Pa. 

D 
_ 4A 

h -
P 

(4.10) 

Parameters A and P in Eq.4.10 denote the cross-sectional area and wetted 

perimeter of the upstream channel, respectively. 

All the walls were considered as stationary walls along which the no

slip condition was applied. The wall roughness height. k.,. WetS specified 

as 0.05tlm, \\'hich is the average roughness of Perpex. This ensured that 

the non-dimensional roughness constant, k,; = (!k,u* /11 :S 2.25. provided 

a hydrodynClmiccllly smooth wall. \Vithin these specifications, Kikmadse's 

resistance data for smooth pipes could be reproduced when used with the 

k - wand k - E models [111] discussed in section 2.2.6. In any case, since 

the wall roughness was much smaller than the finest first cell height of 62.5 

ILm, the laminar sub-layer was then well resolved at all times. 
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Chapter 5 

Pressure Coefficients and 
Uncertainties 

5.1 Pressure recovery 

Physical interpretation of the pressure recovery data used in the presentation 

of the experimental and nUlllerical results in this research will be facilitated by 

reference to figure 5.1. The variations of static, dynamic, and total pressures 

in the two-dimensional diffuser sectioll into which previously undisturbed air 

is drawn by t he radial flow fan are slwwn in this figure. The static pressure 

recovered within the diffuser is Pr = P2 - Pl. 

In the case of a strealllline such as A, the total pressure along it relllains 

Ilndwllged t hWllghout the lellgth of the diffuser and dol'S n()t dilllillish \1nt il 

t he streamlinE' enters the external mixing zone at the exit of the diffuser. On 

t he other hand, a loss of total pressure within the diffuser characterizes all 

streamlines such as I3 which traverse any part of the wall boundary layers. 

The wlocities along streamlines A and I3 for au ideal fluid are given in Eq.5.1. 

~P/' 
'1I2B < -

P 
(5.1 ) 

For the stalled asymmetric diffuser flows, the boundary layer displacement 

thicknesses 6;, and 6;r are not equal. 
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5.1. PRESSURE RECOVERY 

i 

-i 
~I 

Streamline A 

Streamline B 

f---~>x 

x 

~=~~-_-_-J~~l-----r 

- * 
~-4-----=---+ ro~ 

P, 

Figure 5.1: Idealized fluw in diffusers 

The volumetric flow rate per unit distance norlllal to the plane of flow is; 

If one now imagines P2 (and Pl' to remain unchanged while the viscosity 

of the air and, therefore the boundary-layer thickness diminish indefinitely, 

conservation of Q necessitates a reduction of the exit width by the amount 

of the reduction of total boundary-layer displacement thickness at the exit. 

Thus, as the viscosity approaches zero. the exit width would approach the 

limiting value nr
2 - (6~1 + 6~,,), Furthermore, reduction of the diffuser ·width 

throughout its length by amounts equal to the local displacement thicknesses 

would leave both the axial distribution of static pressure and the volumetric 

flo\\' rate unchanged by the elimination of viscosity. Thus the volullletric 

flow rate awl axial distribution of static pressure in a real diffuser are those 
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5.1. PRESSURE RECOVERY 

which wendel characterize frictionless flow through a diffuser whose transverse 

dimensions were smaller than those of the real 011e by the local thickness of 

the wall boundary layers. Conservation of (j in this idealized fiow must t hell 

be followed by a reduction of static pressures at all points upstream of the 

difI'lls<T ('xit. 

Hm\'ever, III a real diffuser, the IWU1ller ill which this reduction to the 

initial pressure Pi occurs can only be experimentally determined. Besides 

that. the absolute values of the PI and P2 will vary for different diffusers 

depending upon their geometries and inlet velocities ['1' If the trench; were 

to be generally described then these cOllcepts suggest expression of the ex-

perimentally determined static-pressure rise within a diffuser in the form of 

a lloll-dim(,llsional ('odfici(~llt. TIw most ('ollllllOnly Ils('d lloll-diuH'llsiollal 

coefficient is kllown as the pressure-recovery coefficient and is defined as; 

(5.3) 

Further. to ITI)l'('scnt the static Ill'('ssun~ distributioll ill the diffuser flow-field 

and more specifically at the walls, a static pressure coefficient is defined for 

any location downstream of the diffuser entry as; 

c = p.L' - PI 
p l.pU 2 

2 I 

(SA) 

where Px is the pressure measured at any location either at the wall or in 

the flow-field. \Yith these two coefficienb, it is now possible to compare the 

pressure rise and static pressure profiles for different diffusers regardless of 

their geometry. 
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5.2. STATEMENT OF UNCERTAINTIES 

5.2 Statement of uncertainties 

Due to the large nUlllber of data points in this research, the statement of 

uncertainties is based on the overalllllcan of standard deviations of repeated 

measuwments at selected data points. To avoid gOillg illtO the details of error 

analysis and yet retaill the clarity in the statelllent of these discrepallcies, 

only a brief presentation of the equations, as they are used in this research, 

IS given. 

5.2.1 Instrumentation random errors 

These are the errors that resulted from the use of the pressure transducer 

in llleasuring both the pressure coefficients, Cp , and normalized velocity pro

files. II lUI. The pressure coefficients and normalized velocity profiles were 

measured according to Eq.5.5. 

C = Px - PI 
J! P DI 

~l = J P
T P~lPT 

(5.5) 

w hnc t ht' Illllllt'l'ators and dcnolll illat01'S of tel'll! s ill Eq. 5.5 arc ditfnclltial 

pressures measured by the transducer, denoted as PR and PD , respectively. 

The uncertainty of the transducer was stated as 1% including non-linearity 

errors. Based on the error analysis given in [113-115], and if Cp and ulU, 

are denoted by 9, then the resulting error, E:¢n becomes: 

(5.6) 

where f u = f D is t.hc \l1l(,(~l'tainty of the transdu('t'r difi'<Tt'nt ial preSSlll'e lllea

surements, PR and p/). The uncertainties for Cp and ulU, are respectively; 

and 
fvpr 

'W UPI' = , 1[1 
11 . 1 

(5.7) 
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5.2. STATEMENT OF UNCERTAINTIES 

where ecl' and c l'pr are the errors in measuring Cp and u / U1 respectively. It 

is then a straightforward matter to show that 

[ 
') ,) ] 1/2 

l1'. = u'- + wI pRJ) and 1 [2 2 ] 1/:2 
WVPI' = J l1'H + iL'n (G.8) 

Thus, the uncertainties due to the instrumentation in measuring all the pres

sure coefficients, and all the velocity profiles are 1.4 S{ and O.35S< respectively. 

5.2.2 Experimental random errors 

The experimental random errors at each point, and the overall experimental 

ullcertainties, Wo were determined using Eq.G.9. Discrepancies in the numer-

ical results was based OIl the comparison of these results with experimental 

data either from this research or in some cases, those from published litera

ture in a manner proposed ill [116] and also calculated according to Eq.5.9. 

LV 9) and 
1 N 

W· = -. '""' u' o iV' ~ 9, 
(G.9) 

i=! 

where 9
J 

and n are the mean values of cjJ and the number of repeated readings 

measured at each data point respectively, and N is the total llUmber of data 

points for a particular series of measurements. 
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Chapter 6 

Results and Discussion 

6.1 Tunnel qualification 

6.1.1 Inlet channel flow 

'While reviewing the influence of inlet flow conditions on the diffuser per

formance in chapter 1, it was stated that the boundary layer thickness and 

uniformity as characterized by the blockage factor was important. In this 

respect, the inlet axial velocity profiles were measured, first without t he dif

fuser awl then repeated with the diffuser ("olllwcted to t lw inld duct. As 

can he seen from figur(' 6.1, the introduction of tIl(' diffuser introduced s('

rious asymmetry of the inlet flow. The non-unifonnity of the Ho\\,. A, was 

evaluated as the overall discrepancy of axial velocities ll;, mcasured at corre

sponding points to the right and left of the :r-axis. The overall discrepancy 

for any parameter was established by using Eq.5.9. A sllllllllilry of the non

uniformities for all the diffusers with Hm\' at different Reynolds llUlllbcrs is 

gi ven ill t.able (i.1. The 1l001-llllifol"lui ty of the How (" Clus('d the ("olTes pOllding 

static pressures on the opposite side \\'a11s at the inlet to jw differcnt. This 

si tuation presented a problem in the interpretation of reference inlet cOllcli

tions both for the velocity and static pressurc data, since each flow condition 

produced different profiles. Consequently, it was found necessary to refer-
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6.1. TUNNEL QUALIFICATION 

1.2 

xxx".; X X X X x I x ........ .. .. .. .. .. f 

.. 
x 
.. 0.8 

:a; t .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... x x x x x .. 
Xx 

Xx 
X:a; 

~I~<'> 0.6 

x With diffuser connected 
0.4 

.. With no diffuser connected 

0.2 

-0.50 -0.40 -030 -0.20 -0 10 000 0 10 020 0.30 0.40 0.50 
y 

Figure 6.1: Inlet axial velocity profiles in the 500 diffuser 

Table 6.1: Non-uniformity, A (%), of inlet flow with diffuser 

2() Re=1.08 X 105 Re=1.63 X 105 Re=2.18 X 105 

300 4.17 4.41 4.92 

400 4.21 4.42 4.77 

500 4.23 4.55 5.03 

pnce the inlet flow conditions to a location where the flow was reasonably 

uniform. Such a point was found to be at an arbitrarily chosen npstream 

location of .1'/H'1 = -2.35. At this inlet reference location, the axial velocity 

profiles were again measured, with and without the diffuser. Table 6.2 gives 

the non-uniformity of the axial velocity profiles measmed ill both the y and 

z directions at the reference diffuser location. All the measmements in the 

inlet duct were carried out using a single hot-wire anemometC'r. 

From the velocity profiles at the reference location, boundary layer hlock-
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6.1. TUNNEL QUALIFICATION 

Table 6.2: Non-uniformity, A (%), of flow at J,/H'j = -2.35 

Wi thou t diffuser 'With diffuser 

Rex 105 Rex 105 

Direction 2() 1.08 1.63 2.18 1.08 1.63 2.18 

30° 0.12 0.12 0.13 0.19 0.20 0.20 

.IJ 40° 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.20 0.22 0.23 

50° 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.25 0.25 0.27 

30° 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.18 0.18 0.18 

::: 40° 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.20 0.0.22 0.23 

50° 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.22 0.23 0.23 

age factors JJ, were evaluated according to Eq.6.1. 

26* 2 1.6 
U 

B = -. = - (1- -)dy 
H'1 TVl 0 U 

(G.1 ) 

The blockage factors were approximately 0.014 and hence the pressure recov

ery data can be compared with the datct of Reneau et a1. [3], which is available 

for B = 0.015. Table 6.3 sUlllmarizes both the blockage factors and the corre

sponding centerline turbulence intensities obtained for the t hrec diffusers at 

the three different Reynolds nUlnbers. A typical turbulence intensity profile, 

evaluated according to Eq.3.3, and measured alongside the velocity profiles is 

shown in figure u.2. Of illtncst to this study, and for characterization of the 

inlet flow during the computational modeling, \vas the turbulcnce intensity 

at the centerline of the inlet duct. 

It still remains unclear why stalling ill the two-dimcnsional fully stalled 

regime in diffusers occur Oll ct particuhtr wall. As was described in chapter 3, 

great care was taken to manufacture highly symllletrical diffusers. rrests to 

rule out the possibility of a bias towards the flow attaching to i:l particular 

wall whenever the fan was switched on were carried out. In this regard, for 
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6.1. TUNNEL QUALIFICATION 

Table 6.3: Diffuser inlet blockage factors and turbulence intensities 

Blockage factors Turbulence intensities (%) 

Re/2B 1.0Sx105 1.63 x 10" 2.1S X HY' LOS X lO5 1.63 x 10" 2.1Sx105 

30° 0.0141 0.0142 0.0140 2.33 2A1 2.36 

400 0.0141 0.0141 0.OH1 2.22 2.20 2.31 

500 0.0140 0.0139 0.139 2.41 2.32 2.27 

all diffusers and before any llleasurf'mcnts were taken, a start-stop check was 

done whereby the fan WetS stmted, the wall to which tll<' How was attached 

noted, the fan switched off and started again and the process relwatecl. These 

tests were done at an inlet duct velocity of 15 m/s. An intermittency parame

ter IS, was then defined as a ratio of the number of times the flow remained 

attached to a given wall to the total number of start-stop cycles. Figure 6.3 

shows the variation of /s after 50 cycles of the start-stop experiments. 

The same behavior was portrayed in the computationalmodds whereby, 

computations were performed until solution convergence was achieved and 

the stall wall noted. Without altering anything in the CFD code, the flow 

was initialized and computations repeated. This procedure was repeated 10 

times. Figure 6A shows typical contour plots of the streamlines for a 500 

diffuser with the flow attadwd to the right and left walls, respectively in two 

such cycles. Even though the intermittency of stall between the two walls 

showed greater discrepancy (sec figure G.3) in the computational models than 

in the physical models, the fact that the How was not biased to one wall ruled 

out the possibility of symmetrical imperfections as the reason for which the 

diffuser stalled on a particular wall. Furthermore, while it might be difficult 

to manufacture a perfectly symmetrical diffuser, the geometries produced ill 

the CAD software that generated the meshes produced perfectly symmetrical 
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6.1. TUNNEL QUALIFICATION 
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Figure 6.2: Turbulence intensity at l'jVV j = -2.35 for the 30° cliffusf'r 

diffusf'rs. This reality implies that tllf're is more to thf' st all bias than just 

the small manufacturing imperfectiolls that might be present in the physical 

model. 

III the physical models, it was possible to force the flow to attach to 

the other wall by partially blocking the flow at the inlet \\"ith a piece of 

Perspex, alld directing it to the desired wall. Ollce 's\vitched' to the other 

side. the flow renHlined attached to that wall. However, in t hf' computatiollal 

model, this was not possible alld computatiolls were performed to solution 

convergence alld 'switched' to the desired wall during post processing of the 

results. Thus, in instances whell the stall wall ill the computatiollal model 

was different from that of the physical model, the results were reflected about 

the :r-axis to allow comparison. 
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6.1. TUNNEL QUALIFICATION 

ducer differential voltages, were averaged over long durations. The optimal 

averaging duration was achieved by setting it at a given value and then 

measuring the velocities and static pressures at a few selected data points 

while holding the inlet velocity constant. The averaging period was then 

varied and the measurements at the same data points repeated. Thus, the 

optimal averaging duration corresponded to the period beyond which the 

velocity and static pressure readings ceased changing with change in aver

aging period. This optimal averaging time was kept constant for the rest of 

the measurements and it was only then that the repeatability tests to de

termine the overall experimental uncertainties were performed. Due to the 

large number of data points obtained especially when measuring the velocity 

profiles. it was fouud adequate to take readings at each point t hre(' tilIles 

and then average their discrepancies for all the data points in accordance 

with the techniques discussed earlier. In any case. the statement of overall 

uncertainties is all that is required. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show typical repro

ducibility results obtained for the wall static pressure recovery and velocity 

field, respectiwly for a 30° diffuser. The reproducibility tests were however 

performed for all the angles and the results of the tests are summarized in 

table 6.4. Ewn though the reproducibility seems to worsen as both Reynolds 

number and divergence angles increased, the maximum discrepancy at 1.88% 

indicate fairly reproducible experiments of these physically complex flows. 

As was shown in the previous section, the wall to which the flow attached 

was quite random. However, since the data acquisition system ,,'as placed 

on the left side of the diffuser, the flow was always manually 's,yitched' to 

t he left wall in instances when it attached to the right wall. \Vith this in 

lllilld. it was illlPortallt to coufirm t hat both tIw pn~ssur(' alld vdocity fields 

were independent of the wall to which flow was attached. To verify this 
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6.1. TUNNEL QUALiFICATION 
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Flgllre 69- I\€plkation 01 Cr for the 31}' diffus~r 

were perform~d fo], all th~ angle:; at th~ diITerent H"ynolds llllml)('fs and a 

,,"mIll}}.ry of Ih,,",' r",,!lt-~ aT{, a lso iILdndcd in table 6.4 . 

Table {j.4: lleprodurib ility "ud [fcpli~atioll of diHu~r flows 

H "prod He; hi Ii ty fteplinl.tiolL 

dis(T~pan"T,% dis("f~Jlalley. % 

Flow [l" X I D-' Rex Ill' 

lidd '" 1.08 1.63 2.18 1 .OS 1.63 2. It( 

Pressure :~W 1.12 I .'j 7 l.f;;; Lii I .8:5 Ul7 

r€<XIw'r~' JO' L.';3 1.61 1. TO , 1.9 1 1.97 2.01 

;,w Uifi I I 72 1.88 I 1.9:1 I nn 2.1;:; 

VeIO"ltv :~W O.:tl II ,:Hi () .:17 (1,52 () .'is (), C) 7 

plofi le~ 100 0.3 1 0.33 0.39 0.5.1 O.!)6 a.CiS 

.)(1" O .. 3G II ,.37 0.34 O,.:'li I),!)S I), C)U 

The ,tati" pre.8Ul'€ fi eld 8howed mor", 8en~i t ivj ty to n"piicat ion than tht 

vtlocity Jlrofil~s , The r~Jlhf'''t ioll d i""T~paJldes for the statk prc"Sllf<' lidd 
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6.1. TUNNEL QUALIFICATION 

worsened as t he flow ,'elocity and divergence angle were increased. However, 

since the replication discrepancies are of the same order of magnitude as the 

reproducibility, they can be viewed to be a result of the fiow unsteadiness and 

t he small imperfections in the diffuser symmetry. The replication discrepancy 

of t lw wlocity profiles was below (l.(jS{, ill all cases. 

6.1.3 Reynolds number dependence 

Although it is reported in the literature that variation of Reynolds num

ber does not influence the pressure recovery data, the indications obtained 

while performing the reproducibility and replication tests. v,'as that Reynolds 

number indeed has a significant influence on the flow field. It was therefore 

dccid(·d to perforlll tests to evaluate the illfllH'llC(~ of Reynolds llUllll)(~r OIl 

both the static pressure and velocity fields. The inlet n:locity was set at 

10 m/s. 15 mls and 20 mls corresponding to Reynolds numbers 1.08 x 105
, 

1.63 x lOs. 2.18 X 105 , respectively. Preliminary tests showed that higher 

velocities produced undesirable vibration of the diffusers. Figures 6.10 and 

6.11 show the influence of the Reynolds number on the wall static pressure 

recowr~' and velocity profiles respectively. 

It nUl he o\Js('l"ved from figure (j.1O, that llcar t h(' diffuser iuld the in

fiuence of Reynolds number on static pressure recovery is significant. This 

observation is roughly represented in a plot of the standard deviatioll of Cp 

values about the lllean along the walls. As expected. the largest de"iatioll 

occurs near the inlet as can be seen in figure 6.12. 

This sensiti\·it~· of Cp values to Reynolds number changes can be at

trilmted to the three dimensionality 118ture of the flm\' expected in this re

gion and to the fact that it is in this region that the highest adverse pressure 

gradients are experienced. rendering' the flow here very unstable. Attempts 
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6.1. TUNNEL QUALlFICA1'lON 

, , 

• • • 

" I I
~k: ~, ;; : , ; ; I t 

0. 0 3 
U o Re-163x lO' 02 11 ' Re---218~1O' 

i.ll Z Re-10SxlO' 

\"1 
.' -0. j 

_0,1 

Figun' 6.10' ["AII"T1<"" of R" on Cp for the 30° diffuser 

to use th" yaw meter to m~~~llrH thH v,'locitv protiieh ill this f(,gion re~ulted 

ill data wh'Ji'" repwducillility "'as sboH' 15% How'''''"r, ,'do('ity pro!lies 

mNiSUrf'd at t.h" fir~t strip (locah~l !)(l nllll downstream of thH riiffus<'r in

let), indicBtHd wry litt[H intlW'Il('" (of t,]", ord"r of 1%) on the profiles du.' to 

I{"vnolds mllllber~, as can be seen from tignrH 6,11 

To gHt ,Ul indi('ation of th" ilo!1U(']lCe of ReYllold~ number and Y'" incindH 

reslilt s froUl this very unstabl<' rf'gion, 80Tl1<' out-of-ran].\" (liscl"pancy results 

"·,,rH statisti,'ally nj"d"d usin].\ Chauvenet's data rf'ipction !TitHria ! 1,5' , 

\\'ith this treatment of data, th" r<'suits ~h"w that. by changing the veloc

ity from 10 mjs to 20 mj", til(' sta!.i, pressure re<:'overy increasHd hy 8 31~1, 

10.15%, and !J.:l5% lor 30", ,10° and 50' riittusHrs, [<'sl",'li,'dv. A similar data 

trHatrU"llt appro""h aoopt Hri for tI", w[""it v pI ".riles showed that t he incrHa~p 

of the normalized velocities, for a 8imi!at TlIcrpa0" ill n"yuolds IJIllnllCr, was 

1,:17%, 1.57/(, alld 1,('0% for 30", 40" and 50' dlttUSI'rs. r<J~r":di,·dr. Evi

dHntly, thH 6tatic jlr"~snw WliS i"til!!~lC"d hv the Re,l'\lolrls number at ",.lu"fl 

that are outside the overall "xp"riT!l~l1tal nnc,'rtain ti, o< of abollt 2% in this 
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6,/ . TtI NNf;l , Q IJAI.lI'ICATION 
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6.1. TUNNEL QUALIFICATION 

research. 

It might be of interest in future to carry out a study that can relate, 

Reynolds number to diffuser geometry. Results from the limited number of 

flow cases in this study can not be considered adequate to provide a reason

able correlation. Bearing this in mind and in order to focus on the primary 

objectives of this research. it was decided that from this point onwards, the 

Reynolds number be held constant at 1.63 x 105 corresponding to an inlet 

duct ,"elocity of 15 m/s. 

6.1.4 Two-dimensionality 

The primary assumption made in this study is that the flow is two dimen

sional. In fact. it is only due to this assumption that the three-tube yaw 

meter v,as used to measure the velocity vect.ors. All diffusers studied in this 

research had the roof and the floor v,alls running parallel to each other. It was 

rational to assume that the boundary layer growth ratcs from the floor and 

roof walls were the same and merged at the mid-plane. Therefore. measuring 

the flm\" in the mid-plane was adequately representative of a t\\'o-dimensiclllal 

flow. 

Traditionally, proof of two-dimensionality of a flow is cetniccl out by lllea

suring axial "elocity profiles at two different planes, one lwlm\" the mid-plane, 

and another above the mid-plane. Thus. for a given location within the dif

hlser. axial velocity profiles were measured in three planes. namely: upper, 

mid and lower planes. The upper and lower planes were both at a 100 mm 

distance from the roof and floor of the diffuser respectively. For all diffusers 

in this study. the two-dimensionality of the flow was H'rified using this proce

dure, with the velocity profiles being measured at three locations dm\"llstream 

of the diffuser inlet located at :r/H'l = 0.9.3.9 and 8A. The tests were car-
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6.1. TUNNEL QUALiFlCATION 

rbl olll fit is m/' 'J'ypicfll H'HUII, of ~ud. m"nsun'IIH"ntH ~r~ shown in figur~ 

C, J:l. 

~ 
, , , 

'"' 

o Mid plane I '} o Upper plane I 
x Lo"el plone 

i I 

it :~J 
I 

~ - 1 
~ -.-, 

• I • 
I I 

• 

;.-,Ii () I~) 
-1.0Ii 

I • 
-3 18 , , I -- , ' ,-,.. 

-5.0 -3.5 -20 -0 ~ , " 4.11 5 5 '" 10 II 

" " 

FigHr~ 6.1.3, T"-o- dllu~nsionalilr tesl for a 30' diffuser 

The v~lodty profilffi in th~ upper and lo,wr planes, for srllllUetrical 

boundary layer growth rates betwe€n roof and fiOOl walk lllU~1 h" I.h" HflllI". 

With the mid-plane held ns I he da I 1111l, I fH" ()v,'mll d,.vi~ti()n' from I.his p l ~ll~ 

for the lower 'lild the upper planes are shown ill figure (; ,14, The largest dif

ferenre ill these d€viat ions between I,he I1pp,'r find lowi"t plall"s ill figun' 6.14 

W,"' O.:l% m"'Uling thai rlw two-dinwnsiollality was well within th~ lIncer

taiuties of the experilllental daln iii this stl1dv ][ow,'v",_ 1101' io",," I~~I'" 

ml~~iHi<'lltly gav,' high~r dis(T~l'aJl('ips. In l in~ with ,,-hat Klin€ :S] Ob,;elyed 

abonl the slnll sl.arl.in~ nl, fI 1,\( ;ali~,,,1 p'»<;I.;OIl on I.h,. 1O\""r (Orn('fS of th ~ 

dift"SO"r before spreading to th~ rest of the diffusel, 

Flow visufllizal,j,j/l lIsin~ W(~\I,'n t"fts ",ai, perfonn"d in onl~r to obs~rv~ 

Ihe steadjn"",~ Hnd Iwo-diliwlls;ollalily of IfH" flow Th~ wook'll tufts ",pre 

Hllill:hed to the sid~ walls of th~ diffus€r at se\·erallocations. Aparl from 

the tufts that were nexl t.o Ilw rod and fI(~)L and which displ~}~"1 slight 
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G. I. TU, .... NF[ QUA I.{PICA TION 
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~ 2 . 
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E 
0 IS 
~ 
0 
0 

" > 
" ~ 0.5 
~ 

0 
30 " 

Divergence angle 28 

Fi~U!e b,14: DistTepancies in the velocity profiles between planes 

fiuetual ions of movement, all the other tufb f,teed the downstream direction 

steRdily Rild rail a lmost, pamlld t.n PHd, otl",,- RS (aU I", sppn fm'" fig"rp b,15. 

Further (k,w visuali7.Mion w,]s c,mied out using thiu tailor's thread. Long 

pleres of t he thread were paShe<l t h,-o"",], corresponding st H I.i(' pmssum hol,>s 

across the width of the diffuser at se\'eral locations in the How-field, Un 

eadl of these threads. short picres of thread abollt 2D mm IOllg wpm ti"d at 

se\ eml points. Lastly, piec-es of the tailor 's threa£l were passed throllgh each 

wall statk pleSSllre hole Fbllowing, this 1.[<",t",('nl, tl", Hm,' ,-isllali •. !llion 

results shown in figure 6,:;6. and to be diseussed later, were obtained Un 

the unst alled wall Ilear the diffuser ill let 01' the 50° dittllher. 'l s'>par!lt.ion 

bubble consistent with the notation of figure 0.36 was obsenoed. This bubble 

wa~ not prps.>nl in t.lJ(' flow visuali7.al iou ",suits of the .1W and 411' diffusers, 
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Id:, DATA BANK CONTRiBUTiON 

Figure 6 15. Tnft. How visu~lization on the ~ide "'a1l8 

0 .2 Data ballk contribution 

1 n t 11(' inti'r<,.;t. of d~1 i t.y whik di S('\I~~ing the expl'rimelltal n'Eult ~. on lr reprf'

S€lllat iw Cf\.<j('S of exLensi V" cXj><'rimell1 "I <iat a Itave ilOl'll preS<'llted. Howl'''\'[' 

the ~H)\le rig'()rou~ checks H-nd e"lwrin \(-lltHlprOC'l-dure8, ~~ discu>O;f'd in ~

tion 6.1. 'lUI' performcd for all fiow cases. Thesc rcsults arc prescnted in 

~ppl'ndix A a~ a ,I~t~ bank cOHtrihutil)ll The e"l' erilllent~1 ~nd lHlll1('ri('~1 

results from ident.ieal How cafll's are prescnled Oll t.he same graphs for caw of 

('()n'l'~riwn. The re~1I1t8 presente<1 in the data bank include, the axial veloc

ity pwfi)"s_ ,,/Ol_ lat.Pml vdocitr profi]"~. vIUI , and Uw \\~JI st.atic l"'''~ll[(

reco"el]' and static pressure fidds, Cpo 

It i~ kl~)wn {""ll previ()u~ "'8earch !4 61 thHt the introduction of in let 

VHI"'~ to a diffu~r great ly improve diffuoor prf"8sur~ ree-owry. Thi~ abl'e<'t of 

diffuscr Hows '-vas also investigated in lhis n1;"arch. However , introduetion 

of tit,. \'m1('S hi [.(1 llll,1I'at line;s of tlil' Row,,", W,,", ()b~l'rve<1 throngl, /low 
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6.3. COMPUTATIONAL MODELS: CONVERGENCE 

yisualization studies. The flow switched randomly from one wall to the other 

even though no external disturbance had been applied. For this reason, 

no measurement of the velocity field was attempted. The overall pressure 

rise P2 - Pl. and hence CPT' was measured by ayeraging the differential 

pressurc betwecn the inlet and outlet of t lw diffuser oyer a long period of 

time. typically 90 seconds. These results are presented together with the 

simulated results in section 6.6. 

6.3 Computational models: Convergence 

For a turbulence model to give results t hat can be yerified by physical testing, 

the model must satisfy certain solution convergence criteria. Such criteria 

include. grid and discretization scheme convergence. Two-equation eddy vis

cosity models were chosen in this research because they are known to give 

reasonable solutions in APG flows. Preliminary computations with the more 

'cHTuratc' RS~I (mel LES models failed to predict stallinl!; of tlw flow while 

using the same grid as that of the eddy viscosity models. This was a clear in

dication that a finer grid was required with the possibility of performing the 

computations in an unsteady three dimensional space, if RS~I and LES mod

els were to proyide reasonable predictions. Considering that the optimal grid 

used (fine mesh) had 229,440 cells in a two-dimensional space, performing 

the computations in the three dimensional space required the introduction 

of more plall<'S over the OA III dept.h of the diffusers. In ten11S of computing 

resources and the convergence periods, this ,,'as prohibitiyely expensiye. 

The ~Ienter SST k - w model was used in the convergence tests. In 

all cases. the pressure-velocity coupling was performed using the SI~IPLEC 

scheme due to its increased pressure-correction under-relaxation which greatly 

improves convergence in APG flows [111]. 
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6. :1. COAWU'lA1'jONAL MODP;LS: CONVERGENCE 

6.3.1 Grid convergence test 

A large munber of grid tYJl~~ w~re t<o>stt'li ~b diH<:u"",,,,,1 iIl "',,l.irm!:l. Til(' 

mom~ntum. Ir ~nd ,,-' ""ll1MioIl~ W"I(' di"'Il"Ii""d IbiIlg til{' Ql-ICK sc!l<'me. 

'I h" ~rid was refill('d "",veral time" by reducing the mesh size& to th", optim"1 

size until the flow prope'l"ti~$ stopped Y8J:ymg 'with further grid l~fiIll'meIlt. 

Th" ('Om"'I~"lLce V'slS w,'I" jWrfOllIled on onl,1' til<' :;0" diffuser &ince it wa~ 

thought to present t he most ~trillg~nt flow (oIlditiOll~ ifl lpl"'" of I hI' pn.,,8I1rl' 

gT;,diellls awl """I'dly of l Ilt" V('l()~ity prom" di&tOltiollS. DIlce grid COllver

gence was a.o::hi~,ce<.:l. t.he ~aIll" glid prop"lli~~ werl' 11SlJd for all the lIalTO\\,('t 

dirrn~PI~, Thre~ me,h t.,·jJC~ nauwly; 'coarse mesh'. ·tine mesh' and ·tiner 

llleHh·. ~.]l(1 wh""" pWj.lPlties ,ue gi\','n in tabl,' 1.1, w,'re us<'d t.o t..'st for thr' 

grid independence of the lllmwri,·~.1 :;oll1!iOflS. Thp ",w;,lI di>!clepancie~ iIl 

thr' vclO<.jty profIle" of the 'coar&<" and 'tiner' m~&he,., from t.he 'filLe' JIIe~h 

W"le 0.,16% ;Uld O,6:l%. re6jJ ... ~(i\,<"l.\. [or the n~locit..r profiles that ~re shown 

in figtlI'(' (),W, Corre~pondilLg discrl'p,ulGie" for t.he ~(alie prC!<slll'es, in figure 

". 
144 

1.72 -

-( 72 

_.1.44 

-- FIn.M.sh 
e""". M.sh 
Fmer Mc,h 

-516 +-- ______ _ 
-50 -3 ~ -20 _0,\ ' .0 

) I 

>-" 
~.S 100 

(). 17, \\~'r" 1 86'p.:, ~.lLd 1 .02"10, r~~p''-'(.iv~ly. T!]('sc disc",pallcie~ an' within 
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6.,'1. COI\fJ'U1"A1'lONAL MODELS: CONVERGENCE 

" u 

, , ., ., 

"1 "' I 
02 1 , 

"' j 
-0.1 

-0.2 

·0 ; 

_04 -

, 
W - .- Fmer Me,h 

--Find ~lesh 
- - Coarse Mesh 

Figure £i.17: Grid convergence tcst 011 Cr 

til(' UlwertH int i('b of the "xp"ri][l('llt mill fll'Tk~' til(' ~rid retiTl!'",eTlt wc~~ t()Tl-

sid~n.j to hav~ c"nvpr~ed. Th~ 'coarsp' me8h howt'vpr produe~d y+ "lIlues 

nJ\lch higher than I aH C>ill be "een in figure (j, t8 indicating that oolut ion in 

t il<' ViSt:""S ~llb-li1.~'e]' Ill,..'" 1l()t be ,,~'Jl re,;.-lh·,,,1 for thii< Ille>ih. Therefore thc 

'tille' mcsh, wh"."" totRI numbeJ of eell s were half those of th~ 'till~r' mesh 

Rnd u+ "" 1, W,lS ust'C1 in ,til subs.equellt computations 

6.3.2 Discretization scheme 

A g0(Jd numerical bojution should llot dept'nd Oil t.h~ schemt' u~t'd t (J dis-

(Jrdt'r (Jf R(,('.\lrll('Y, Figures 6, 1 9 alld 6.20 show t h~ di8<.TPtiziIt ion connTg~n('t' 

predictioIl given by first order arcuratp ,.dlClIles. i.e , the first ortler upwind 

anti power law ochcliles differ from those of the higher order schemes, the 

IIb]e frolll each othe,., Th~ SIIHW ('all be silid about the hT~her order 8<.,hellJet; 
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6.,1. COMPUTATIONA t AIODEU" CUNVEHGENCE 

., 

,,. 

'" 
In 

~· I~OOO 

·1 72 

·5 16 

w , 
, - FinerMcsh 

, - Fine "Ie<h 
- C"""~ M",h , , 

> , . 
, 
, . 
, 

• , , 

Fi)\llle (i.lll: The 1/' ... ><lucs for the ,·'(i" diffllser 

Socond order 1lp\\1t1d 
Fi"'l ordor IlpWLnd 
Po\\~r ) QUeK ) V I Thord ord", """ind , 

. ~-"'f 

I 

: . . 

·50 ·J ,5 ·20 -05 " 

)V 

10,0 

bot h for til" vdoeity profi les ill"i t,iIe stat ie pressure n~:o ... ery, II. )w{,~-cr. sincr. 

more colllputation>il effOl."t was required for the thud order scheme. it was 

"ooudonPd in fa,~)r of I he secolld oniel a(,,:urate s('hemes. La.,liy. hecallS€ 

the second order upwind Sdl~TH e is fl. hybrid het,w~en the first order cemr"l 

differencing and &€cond order up"'ind schemes 11l1J . and since the switching 
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6 .• ~. COMPUTATIONAL MODEI.S: Cc'c"c'c'VCC"cRc'c"c'c'cCc'c' _______ _ 

" 
OJ 

" ( c 
0.' 

"' I , 
, , 

- Third order upwind 
- SttOO<l order upwind 

- QUICK 
- First unJer upwirnl 

•• ., 
-0 1 \ I 

, • , 

"V 
, 
w , 

, 
_Q J ~ 

.Q,4 - Po\\cr 

bet"-een the 1\10'0 OCilPlllfS is dep,'m\eTlI. Oil Itl(' valu" uf Ill" I'(·( ·[,.t numlJer, it 

wa.' I.holl)',hl. I'flHiellt to use the QUICK ,;chfIll€ as it Pllsurpd Sf'COl"j oHkr 

"CCl1r~l.(' ,",luLinus at. "lIlilll"~. 

u.3. 3 lVl odcls' cOlllpan~on 

1'1,,' choice of the two-equation eddy viscosit\! lllodfis th~.t giw r""S()Jl~bl" 

I'rpdicctio"h in APr; !low,.; is "..11 "llpported in the literature as was dpIIlon

strated in S€Ction 1.3.2 As a rpsuit. in tins strong APr; n{}W~ ,10111inated 

Silldy. [our ",Idv visco,i!.y models were selected, i,e. the "'iflllff S,')T k - 0.:. 

the \Yik'DX k - w, the st andard k - f. and th f r~~li/abl" k - ( m,,,j,·js. Fig

llff'S 6.21 ~Jl(1 {;.22 ~h"w Ih" perfmmallce of these models in c'0mparison with 

experimfntal rf'Sllit s for t)w C" ~.nd velocily profiks. res],,' lively. The dis

<T"I)am'ie, ['el,,,'elllh's.' numerical predictIOns ,md thp e:qwrimfllta l rf~ults 

~f(' give" ill l.ahle (i.,). 

Even though the prpdictioll errOI.-8 for tl~ k - ( m(),ld~ fLH' of il,,' SalIle 

urde! of magnit1Hle as those by the k -w lllod~ls for the vflocily profi les , II", 
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6-1- COMPUTATlO,yAt MOIJEt.';: CONVF;HGENCF; 

k-f models over-predicted the Cr valu~~ by over 200%. Thi~ wa.~ howev~T not 

surprising sin'.'" t.il i ~ ,,,,"T-predi(:tl()1l Wf'~ it lIlel JOT COllc"m r:-d!«·d ill i.he 1 !)~()-1l1 

AFOSn-HTT~[-Stanford ('onfer~nce 011 Complex Turbulellt. Flow~ :72,731, 
The use of wa ll IUlid ions ill th,' k - f I1H)(kIR iR I h' "'gilt 1,0 be I"spou~ible [or 

thi" ,)\w-predkl,ion ~iuc~ th~ Mlil fnlld iOllS Ilsed do lIot apply an~' correction 

for pressure gradi"nt effe<.:t.s. But. th~ pressure gmdieut dtoct~ f'r~ th,' maiu 

flow te>lture ill this stndy. B"s.[des II", ovel-pledictioll of Cpo the k- f models 

fail to capture th~ separation bubl)l ~ obseTVe<J ill hKnp' 6.36. COTH"'Xll"'I1lly, . . 
II wa.~ ,'olleluded I hal, I he k - f models were not appropriate in modeling 

these flow~ fUld "'~'r" therdo\'(· Hoi ('ou,idewd fllltl",r, 

., 
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6.3. COMPUTATIONAL MODELS: CONVERGENCE 

Table 6.5: Performance of turbulence models 

Flow Location SST k - w \Yilcox k - :.u Std k - f Realizable 

field k-f 

\Yall pressure 

recovery data - 4.05 14.66 233.4 219.7 

7cerror 

Entry 3.63 3.65 3.65 3.65 

Strip 1 7.87 6.82 5.30 5.38 

Velocity Strip 2 0.94 2.89 2.01 4.79 

profiles Strip 3 0.37 0.32 0.30 0.38 

7c error Strip 4 5.48 5.46 3.38 5.48 

Strip 5 2.64 2.64 2.64 2.64 

Strip 6 3.85 3.86 3.86 3.86 

Overall 3.54 3.66 3.02 3.74 

Compared to the experimental results, the \\Tilcox k - :.u and SST k - w 

models over-predicted the velocity profiles by 3.667c and 3.547c, respectively. 

However. the \Vilcox k - w model under-predicted the ep value by 14.66%. 

This behavior is due the absence of the cross-diffusion that is introduced into 

the SST k - u) model through the f to :.;.,' transformation. The performance of 

the SST k - w model was enhanced further by reducing the production of the 

turbulent kinetic energy through a reduction of the model coefficient R,3 from 

I'S to 5.5. The effect of iiddillg the cross diffusioll illto the tmlmlcllt diffusioll 

terms of the :.u-equation is to reduce the net production of turbulent kinetic 

energy. Since the production of this turbulent kinetic energy is responsible 

for the difference i11 performance between the t,,·o models. it was then easier 

to reduce it directly by modifying the production term of the k-equation. 
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6 . .1. COMPIJ1'A1"IONAt MO/Jl;·t8: CON Vl;'H(;/!,'NCl;' 

6.3.4 Reynolds number independence 

As in the phvsical ll1odels. il WaS nc.:;essary (0 dIt.d, th" infinene" of t.he 

Reynolds number on the prediction of these flows. Simulations were per

forllWd fit H"vnold~ nl1Jlllwr~ id~nt.i"'ll to thoSt· of II,,, exp~ritJw"t~. In (,10" 

experiments. the incN'a.5e of Reynolds lllllul.>er was limited by some physinol 

tionc.:1 earli"r, However, sac], limitations are absent in computatiomLlllIodels 

and therefore t.he Reynold ~ lllUlllwr in<i.ep""den(·" (,,,~I.~ wer" p"rfonll~d t.o in

clude He = IU,3 x 10". correspollding to au illiet velocity of 60 m/s. As \CEm 

)"" ~t'lJn frorn figua"" 6.23 and 6.24, I ll" predictions ar" aim(l';t indistingui~h

able for both th" v"I(I('it.y profile~ and C" TIob 1",1 to the condnsion (,hal. I.Ioe 

solution of tllt'sc diffnser [Jow~ weN' independent of Reynolds numb"r H~nce

forllo, "Lll (,10" cotnpn (,ation~, jnst like in the phvsicalmod"lb, were performed 

Ilt 151l1/s rorresponding to >L IkylLold~ lLutnb!.'r of 2. 18 x 10'. 

5 ((, 

" 162~(O; ) .1 . -t4 Re ~ 1 08x Ill' 

) ) R. - 2 (Sx][l' 

~v? '" Re - 6.~Jxl0' 

-hi 000 "-

.( n I i 
I 

_.1 44 , 

: .~ (6 

~'" _l.~ '0 _0 ~ '" " '" " '" .. , WO 
< " -,-

W, U, 

Figure 6 23: R"VTlOld~ T1Iuu)""r d"IWTl(I~l"':" It'bi for the vclodl.y pl'Oill,,~ 
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6.4. fiIJ!'.I !'.I AHY: EXPERIMENTS VS CFD RE8IJLl'fi 

u" 

~ ., , , , , W " ~, , 
-0.2 W R.- IG2xIO' , 

Re - 1OgxIO' 

.0; R" - 218~IO' 
R.-G5JxlO' 

." 
Figure 6.24: R~,,'llolds number dependence test [or C. 

6.4 Summary; Expcrimcnts vs CFD res ults 

Ot,her available experimental data for \'erif.lill~ the pn',licled now dal" ilL

clude the I'IU. ami Cp profiles, Figur('s 5,25 to 6 28 giv~ a ('ompl~t€ ~Hmpl~ 

of tl", data set for the 50' diffuser , 

~ 16 

W _~f.nt.' SST t_m I 
I 

1.72 

, l:i 000 

o hpet",,,,,uol I 
I ,)1) .,..} r 

_I 72 

_.1 44 

I , 
I 

, 
, , 

I 
-5 16 I , 

-.1.0 _3 j _2,0 _0 j '" g 1 10,0 

Figure 5,2.~: Axi" l v<'i()("ity profil"" for th~ ~O' diffuser 
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6.~, SUMMARY, ~X j' !'· f/IMF.NTS VS CFD Rt:SIJLT 8 
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~ . .';. I'IlF:IJICTlUN UF CPR IN UN VANED DIFFUSJ;'RS 
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Figure 6.28: St,mic pres,ure C'oeftident profi les for the 50' diffu;er 

Table (j ,{i: Predktioll of % errors ill dilIu,erh 

20/Parametel , !j(]" ,10' :lOO 

C" 3.t w3.11 ·\.05 3.6 271 

,,/'U1 profjks .3 .cI I 280 3.72 

v/U, p!olil".\ 0.97 1.2 0.91 
_. 

Cp profile~ O.I!j 0,l5 0, I::' 

6.5 Prediction of Cpr in unvaned diffusers 

Data is aVi,ilable in the literature, (e,g, [1. 3, 7.121J, for the overall pressure 

In 'ov"r," (p, in un",".n"d diitlls<'rs To ,-<'[il'y tl,,' pmdi .. lion of II", {j\-"rHII 

pres>;urp rpC'overy, furth er computation~ \wre ~rforrne<i for .to , 7', [0', 1,5", 

2()O, 2SO aud IT diifus"r; . '1'1", :<rid prop"!li,,s imd ,nlul.ion ledmiqlw, '"'''' 

kept the same as Ihose of thr prpviollS wmputatioll~, The gromdrieh, and 

lhos" ;Iudi,'d "xp"rimelilally ill this reseHdL Accoroiillgly, fhe N!W, ra t io, 

the itliet hyoiraulic oiiameter. anoi the inlet flow wlodty for these two diffusers 
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6.5. PRElJlC1'iON OF C"J< IN UNVA NED DiFFUSERS 

Were set 'L' 8 .. 35. 0.14 Ill , lind 26 m/s. n'~pHctively, SO as t o correspond to the 

geometric and flow conditiO!" of the data of C""hran lind KlinH [4). ThH C,.. 

IHsult~ for the,*, diffusers were then GOmpared with the experimental dRlH of 

BelwRll e1. al. [3] Rnd are shOl'm in hgurH 6.29 

O'j CO 

0.6 

0; 

, 0.4 c 
, 

OJ 1 

0.2 j 

0' 1 
0 

0 

• Reneau oj al 

• Thl; re,earch (""p.,,-imental) 

• This research (simulations) 

, Cochran and Klme 

• • 
• 

D1\'ergence angle 28 

Figure 6."29: CoeffiCient of pressure rHcowry d"ta 

Th(, "'Hxilllum Cpr WH8 lIchi€wd wl,,'Il 2/1 - 11 ' and is in Hgr""'lllHnt with 

the re>;ults of Rene>!'ll eL aJ . fOl diffuiOers with ,illlilHr inlel blod"'Ke factors. 

For ditfuooI"'S within 30' < 211 < 42' , the Cf"" values are little affected by 

changes in e as til<' CI"" - 211 ('\l!w level, o!T. However. beyond tillS range, 

there is" S1 Idd"n drop in Cp,' It i ~ ('xpHcted trolll t·his discolltinuit,. thBt the 

wall Cp profiles must t.IM,n ~how a diJTenm1. 1.re"d as "~J.Il be oll'?('rn,,] from 

the €XPI,rimental re,,,lt$ of Ul(' ,,-,lll C~ plot in ligUle 6 .. 30. 

Thi~ Slldd,'n ch"llge in pre8SUf€ recXlvery data is due to the presence of 

the inlet ooparation bubble, ob""ll'<'d in lhe ,i)" di!Tllser (~e(' figure 6.:1:1) but 
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6_5_ PREDICTION OF CPR IN UNVANED DIFFUSERS 

"~qm~ , , f , I • , • / ~ ~ ~ 

~ .---'"'" ~ u"" " " 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 

• 1 
"' • • • 

, 
o 

• , '" L 

, 5() de!'.rcc • 
• 40 deb'''''' ' 
• }O degre., 

Figure 6.30: Experimental wall C~ for all angle; 

HhSl'llt in t.he :\0' and ,10" diffusers as can be seen III fi gure Ij ,:n. 

Figure b,:IJ: V"loc it,), vectors for the :lW and to" diffusers 

The Sl.'pa..-atioll bllbble, t. h()ught of i~~ a limitinl\ case hetween the recir

culating region of the backward facing st ep (sudden ,,,q"m~ion) and aUi",hNI 

flow . certainly changes the flow fi eld behavior even beyond its reHtt~chlll ent, 

point. 

The experimental awl COHlJ1lltatiOlml [(:;;\llt.s frolll t.h,- eUrn'Ilt research 
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~.6. I'Hlo'D1C'l'lON Of' C"I< IN VANt,'U DUTIIS},'1/..'> 

aTP III agrp!'lDPllt with tlw 1{"I I<'8.U "t a l data to within 4.740/" 811<i 3.71% 

Tl'SpN'tively. 

6 .6 Prediction of Cpr. in vaned diffusers 

Computat ions with the in lel vanes were pelformeti on 21l" , 300, -to", ,12". and 

50' diffus"r ~. Tl!i ~ ib IwCOl\u,,",' thpy liT" thp oui,. 011"8 who".' ,'xpprim.'uta] data 

fOT vClifinllioIl of 1 he Immeli, '!!.l OIliul iOIl;; i, availabl" (from 1·11 ami ttl" nllrtmt 

research) . Near the vanes' surfaces, the g-r id pro~rties were matched to 

those of Ihe ,hJIm",r 'Mils (0 en"llre that the y' vH lu,,~ inlhe ml(ile flow-field 

TPIIlH,irwd ,.]0>"" to 1 FigUfP 6.:J2 ~bow~ t ll<' impro"'pm"TlI 111 pre~sur" Tf'C()''efY 

achiewd due to tbe use of inlet vanes. Based OIl the UIlVall€d diffus"r results 

of Reueall el a.!. 13], flll l l", diffll sers iIl('nw;",j Ihei r e",. \'ahm~ by Over 75'70 

('<-,,"h ran and Klirw 141 haw ~hown t hat til" improvem<'llt ill pr€ssure rPCO\'eJ'Y 

07 
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• " -u 
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02 -

01 
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• • 
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• Reneau e{, al (Hnele,.) 

• • 
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• Th i, research (""peri menlai-,'aned) 
• Thi, re,~a rch (numerical-vaned) 
~ Cochran iUld Klille (nned) 
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Dlwrgence ,.,gle 2E1 

• • 
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50 

Figure {; ,;)2. (~effi "ielll of prC>;!>llrp f'>COVPTY d"ta for v~Jl<'d diHIll>Prs 
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6.7. PREDICTION OF THE EFFECTIVE FLOW GEOMETRY 

in diffusers depends on the ratio of the diffuser length to the vane length. For 

this reason, no direct comparison of experimental results for vaned diffusers 

can be made due to the difference in geometries of the 1'wo sets of experiments. 

However, the computed data for ,'aned diffusers has an error of 3 .. 56% and 

3. 719C. compared to the experimental results from the current research, and 

those from Cochran and Kline, respectively. This is a promising indication 

that the vaned diffuser flows can be ,veIl resoh'ed "'ith the current solution 

techniques and turbulence model. It is however important that more physical 

testing, which should include both the velocity and pressure fields. should 

be carried out before conclusions about performance of the turbulence model 

can be drmvn. 

6.7 Prediction of the effective flow geometry 

In wide-angled diffuser flows, the magnitude of the yelocities in the stalled 

region is much Imver than those in the unstalled region. From one dimensional 

flo,,; theory considerations, higher diffuser exit effective areas correspond to 

higher pressure recoveries. Thus, for prediction of the pressure recovery. the 

effectiye fiow area, especially at the exit. is critical. The velocity profiles 

presented so far. and inspection of the yelocity vectors in figure 6.33, suggest 

t he existence of an imaginary streamline that defines the transition between 

regions of stalled and unstalled flow. This streamline corresponds to the 

imaginary line of all the points where 11 = O. measured ,,;hile probing the 

yelocities between the left and right 'nLlls of the diffusers as described belov,'. 

The dist ances of all the six roof strips from t he diffuser entry point in 

the ~. direction ,,'ere known, and hence the width of each strip H 'J" was eyal

uated according to Eq.6.2. The calculated width H'J" was used to normalize 

distances measured in the :y direction a bout the x-axis for each strip. A 
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6,7. PJU,'LJJCTJON OF THE EFFECTI Vi': FLO W GEOMETRY 

• 

Fi).';"cc 6.:'.:l: Vel,)(·itv ,-c.'t.ors llnd (,OHtOurS for the 50' dilf\ls~r 

JLonnaliz,ld length tlC'alH (, was then defined and is given in Eq,(j.2, 

11'" = 2:rtanO j 11'] (13.2) 

Thus. for each strip. a different length was llsed to normalize the data point~ 

in the 11 direction. rcsultiu).'; illnorlllalizL~1 di~tHll('L"lj of thc dllta poiJLt, [aUillg 

m the rallge -0 .. 5 < ( < +05. 

The velocit~ profile>:< u!U1, for all th" strip,' mn thcn I,,' plotted on t.he 

,IHIH' ).';raph. This post-prOC(N,j"g proc"dur~ was perforrrwd on t)w data for 

aU the diffutlCrs and the fC"uiting graphs. similar ill appearance to figlll'€ 

(j,:11, arC ).\inm ill appendix A. Thi~ da ta H(>t "hO\,'~ that as:,nnm,>try of thH 

How in dilfuoers begins wben the divergcnce >Ulglc Is above 15°, Il"vcrse flow 

waH only obsen-ed ill thH 50' d ilfu'er 'IS Call bIJ s!JIJn from th€ plot of the 

T/W, - (J,Y in figUie {j ,:;4. From this figur€, It is ,€en that along tile ldt 

hand portion of each data S€t corresponding to tllc diJTercnt strips, a liHear 

section cxist.:;, which iHtercepts ,,·it.h t.he ac.sdsha (. This illtHrC'~pt gives th'> 

IO"ati"" at whi"h tI", axial velocity u re,,-..rSHS 
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6.7. PREDICTION OF TllE EPPECTIVE f'LUW GEOMETRY 

0 0 
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" "'I :5 IV, . " 
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. 84 , 
02 

0 
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Figur~ 6.34: Normali,ed velodty profiles fQT the ~' diffuS€f 

lit "ad] hI.rip. t,his int.('n-('pt. is lmi'l'''' 8.lId "81] 1.1" d~Tlot"d 8S {c- Th~ 

Mreamline that is defined by joining (, must then de..cribe the edge of the 

transillOllli",' bdw'X"11,,!;10I1S of llllxtalkd m~l slalled !low. Six vah"," of (, 

"'~r€ obtainf'(] for ('Beh strip, Bnd ~v""tn8.11r /OJf all the 1ingl€s. Figure 6.35 

~how~ a plot of the;,e values against the llormalized a.-":lal ,li8tance :tIW" 
Insped ioJL of figllle 6.:>') sU:oJ('-':S\'s th~ "Xj"t"IlC~ of a" expoIlential rda-

LiOllbhipo, bel ween these parame1.er~ for 20' ::; 20 ::; 30", which through curve 

fittiIlg t.lJ(·hniqueE and rOllll'uter Ol'timiMtiOIl of I,he coo;'/ncienth, weT" Corm-

lated 10 give Eq.6,3. 

1 
, 'I ~ ,,---',= 

7,1 0.10 

1 1 
--111- fm 2{)' < 2iJ < ~()' 

" " 

<'2 = (O ,7302 + 1323) 0' - (51.20 2 I 1 17fi-l) (/ I G1291 

110 

(u.31 

(6. 11 
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6.7. PREDlCTlON OJ.' THE EFFF:Cl'IVF: FI,OW GEOMETRY 

·0 .' _04 

, 
8 

"'I:i 7 

" 

0 50 d.g 

• 40Mg 

• n dog 

42 dog 

• 30 do~ 

• 20 d.S 

15 d.g 

- Unmlled 

-P,tdicted 

The limiting case of /;" c . -(),~ occurs for unstalled diffusers. Results for 

diffuwrs thai Me ill the tnllLsitory aow re~illle telLd to blend l",twe"lL the 

limiting case n~ar~r the diffu~er inl€! a.nd the exponentia.l profile of the fully 

~talled flow regime further down~tl'eam of the inlet. as the curve for the l~' 

difIU5I:,r ill figure 6.35 shows, The rellSon for thi~ IIIJlmvior is that, . fl.S will 

be dplllonstra.ted shortly, sepa.ration of flow on the stalled wall dOl's not t~h 

plac" <it the diffu.,er "nl ry foc the diffuHer" th<it are in a tran~itor-" flow regime. 

For wide-angled diffusers th~refore. If the ra.tlO X/WI i~ kILown, the ef

foctlve width of flow (j ,C) - !;r, ,.s Hho ... n in figllre (; ,;16 c,m be evaluated, The 

mapping of the effeetiw flow area includes locating the separa.tion bubble ~s 

,.all be ,eell fWIll the ve~II'itv ",>:·tor" plot IWM the ilLlet shown ill fi~llre 6,;17, 

From a boundary layer theory view point, separatioll of the flow at, the wall 

OCCllrs when the wa.ll shear stre,;s beeomes zero, Procisely, at the point of 

stall au/ox = ll. ThllH. if th~ wall Hh~"r stw~, W'k~ t,O be [(",oh·ed imo itH~' 

a.nd Y (,<)lllpOllent,s. then this bounda.ry condit,ion is equi~'alent to setting th€ 
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6. 7. PRI!.·1J1C1"10N OF THE EFFEC T/I'E F LUW GE OMET RY 

U.5- :;,. 

<
Stalled flow 

s, 

• 

Figure (j .~7: Separation buhble on t he unstalled "'all 

x-wall she~r stress to ~ero. The x-\\"~ll shear stress can be llo!1nalized by the 

inlet dynamk pre~sure t o obtain H , kin [r il,t ion eodlkiellt C',", rt"olwd iu 

x direction. The point of separation is then that point along the wall when 

C'/r = 0 

For all the diffusers. Cf~ was plotted against x/W, and the graphs pr~

"'1I1.et! in a]JI' ~]](lix A Figur<" 6.3<'l and 6.30 "how ' ~pr"",·nt.Htiv{· ~r"phs of 

tl'es~ plots 

The location of point 5, and R, in figure 6. 3(j cor respond to th~ points 

oil th" ClJrW wh"ll C'" = () oil tli" lJlls talled wall. POlllt Sz "orres j>onds 
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6.7. PREDICTION OF TIlE EFFEC1'[VE FLOW GTWMF:TRY 

20 

1 3 

·1 (I • 

_20 

- Umtalled .... all 

- Stalled wall 

5 

, 
IV, 

6 7 8 9 

Figure 5.38: x-shear ~tre~ ooefticient for the 50° diffu~r 

to the location when Cf • = 0 OJ> the ~ t al l ed wfllL ~'iI'.11W 5.39 ,~lo()ws tl la! 

separation 011 the , t alled wa ll does not ll~e,'.sar ily t ake place at the diffuser 

mtry ,,,pox-jally for d iffusers tha t aI'" ill th" lran,j lm), !low regime. Howewr, 

it COOl he observed [rom figure 5.38 and the graph~ in App,m.iix A that for 

flows ill th" f"H,I' stalled flow tegime, se lmratiOIJ on the stalled wall alv,;ay~ 

occurs fit the diffuser entry. 

With th" aid of Eq.fi.:L the efledive flow af€>l for wIde-angled di!fuser~ 

that a.n ' in th" fully sl,alled regin"" a~ r"pr,,~entE'd in fi.g1lf~ 6,:16_ Can be 

mapped and ate summarized in tahle G.7. T he average of the errors between 

tht ('alcula t"d And ",,,asured effe('t ive tiow afta" thflt feHlllt" frnlll ,~llch map-

ping is less than 6%. 
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6.7. PREDICTION OF THE EFFECTIVE PLOIV GEOMETlIY 
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Fi~llJ'e (;.:\9: ,r-shea! si·n1;S ('odl"'i!'n!. fne th" 15° diffus.>r 

'l'"I,k 6.7: ),.lappinjl, of th" flow-lidd 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

In this study, experimental and llUmerical investigatiolls of separated flows in 

fully stalled wide-angled diffusers haxe been carried out. Due to the adverse 

pressnre gradient along the diffuser \valls, flow separated from OIl(> diYerging 

wall and became attached to the other wall, thus forming a region of steady 

stall withill ('aeh diffus('!". It was not possibl(' to dct('nllill<' ill advallc(,. tlw 

wall to which the flow would attnch. Tests to determine the wall to which the 

fiow remains attached led to the conclusion that the wall of preference was 

totally random and was probably caused by a slight upstream disturbance 

that was impossible to detect. The computational models also displayed this 

physical behavior. 

However, in the physicalmoclels, it was possible to 'switch' the flow from 

one wall to the other by introducing an inlet disturbance. It was found that 

once 'switched' to a wall, the flow remained attached to that wall penna

nently. Experimental results showed that regardless of the wall to which 

the flow was attached. both the velucity and pressure flow-fields were repli

cated with discrepancies below 2%. The static pressure displayed a greater 

sensitivity to an increase in divergence angle. 

Although cnrrent literature states that for a given geometry. the Reynolds 
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numlwr has little infiuence on the static pressure recovery, it ,yas found in 

this study that by increasing the velocity from 10 m/s to 20 mis, the static 

pressure recovery for the 30° diffuser increased by 8.31 c;(. Howevpr, as the di

vergence angle was increased, a similar increase in Reynolds number resulted 

in a higher percentage of pressure recovery. TIl{' limited range of Reynolds 

llllmbers investigated in this study could not allow a rational correlation be

tween the Reynolds number and the CPT profiles. This range was limited 

by the physical constraints imposed by the wind tunnel and fan speed. For 

instance. a change of velocity from 10 m/s to 80 m/s would not change the 

Reynolds number by even one order of magnitude. 

The experimental uncertainties in this research were approximately 2%. 

\Vithin these uncertainties a reliable data bank contribution has been pro

vided for unnll1ed fully stalled wide-angled diffusers. The parameters in the 

data bank include the wall static pressure recovery data. axial and lateral 

yelocity profiles and static pressure profiles. Velocity profiles that are plot

ted on the proposed normalized length scale together with the skin friction 

coefficients haw also been included in the data bank. 

The design criteria utilizing short, fiat, vane installations at the inlet 

as proposed by Cochran and Kline [4] was checked over a range of angles. 

A marked improvement in pressure recovery, with Cpr increasing by more 

than 75% in this high pressure loss regime of the fully developed stall, was 

achieved. 

Four eddy viscosity models were used to predict the diffusers' fiows, 

namely: the standard k - f, realizable /': - f. \ Vilcox k - w and ~'\lenter 

SST k - uJ models. All four models showed comparable performance in the 

prediction of t h(' velocity profiles. The k - f models however consistently 

over-predicted Cpr by more than 200%. This was due to the use of the wall 
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functions incorporated in the J.; - f models in the near-wall region. The wall 

functions do not account for any pressure gradif'nt dfects, which are the main 

fiow features of this study. The J.; - f models even failed to predict the sep

aration bubble that had been observed to appear on the unstalled wall uear 

t he entry for the 500 diffuser. 

The variants of the J.;-w turbulence model gave comparable results in the 

wlocity field but agclin differed in their prediction of the wall static pressure. 

The \\Tilcox J.; - w model under-predicted the wall static pressure by U.GG%, 

a behavior thought to be as a result of high production of turbuleut kinetic 

energy iu the k-equatiou caused by a lack of cross-diffusion iu the :.v'-equation. 

The SST J.; - w model therefore emerged as the best overall model. A little 

modificatiou to thc k-eqnation of the SST k - w models resulted ill the model 

predicting t hf' static pressure data and velocity fields to within a maximum 

error of 4%. The lateral velocity and static pressure profiles were predicted 

to within 1 % and 0.15%, respectively. 

Other diffuser geometrif's were included so that predicted overall pressure 

recovery could be compared with the results of Reneau et.al [3]. For constant 

inlet duct aspect ratio and N /lVl ratio, the maximulll CPT' was predicted to 

occur in a 11 0 diffuscr. The tn~nd llwas\ll'cd by n eueau d .. al for variatiou 

of CPT' with e was reproduced to within 3.71 <it,. Prediction errors for CPT' in 

the vaned diffusers, were 3.56% compared to the experimental results of the 

current research and 3.71% compared to the results of Cochran and Kline [4] 

for similar geometries. 

A simple correlation for determining tllf' effective fiow areas for fully 

stalled diffuser:-; has been proposed. When used together with the separa

tion bubble mapping, separation points on the llnstallecl and stalled walls, 

and reattachment point on the ullstalled wall can be mapped. Thus, if the 
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pffectiyp flow area is predicted in advance, then it is prOllllslllg that one

dimensional flow theory togetlwr wit h the boundary layer equations can be 

used to provide useful information ill stalled APG fiows. 

Finally, the ~dellter SST I.; - w model was fOllnd to be adequate in pre

dictillg fully st all('<1 flows in wid('-angl(~d diffnsns. 
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Chapter 8 

Future Outlook 

Results obtained and presented in this research indicate that the dependence 

of pressure and n~lo("ity profiles on Reynolds lllllllber disagrees with the litera

ture. The lHlluerical pressure recovery profiles were independent of Reynolds 

numlwr in the range studied, but that the experimental profiles were not, 

with a greater Cp at higher ReYllolds lHullheL :\(,V!'lt hdcss the differcllces 

in Cp are of the order of only 3% across a factor of two in Reynolds num

ber and increases with increase in the divergence angle. It is recommended 

that this dependence on Reynolds number be investigated to establish a clear 

relationship between these parameters. 

The velocity measurements of the reverspd fiow on the stalled side of 

the diffusers were of smaller magnitude compared to the attnclwd fiow. In 

this region the accuracy of the velocity measurements using the intrusive 

probe is suspect. It is recommended that in future non-intrusive techniques 

for both velocity measurements and flow visualization be used. Further, to 

give the complete fiow structure, future measurements should include tur

bulence whereby the microscale energy spectrum and momentulll transfer in 

the diffuser can be established. 

The random nature of the choice of wall to which the fiow attacllf's has 
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been observed in both the numerical simulations and experimental work. It 

is suspectC'd that in the physical models, the wall to ,,'hich the flow attaches 

is determined by the quasi-random turbulent initial conditions which varies 

in a quasi-random manner from experiment to experilllent. However, there 

is no plausible explanation why in the computational models running under 

similar initialization, numerical scheme and mesh, the wall shonld be random 

from nm to nm. This requires further investigation. 

Finally, as discussed in the thesis, it is only due to constraints in compu

tational capacity that simulations were performed in a two dimensional space 

nsing two equation models. It is recommended that future work should ex

tend to three dimensional space using the more robust models like RS:'I and 

LES. 
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Appendix A 

Data bank contribution 

A.1 Wall G'i distribution on both walls 
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A .. 1, A.HAI. \ ' ''' .OCITY I'llOFILt'S 

A.3 Ax ial velocity profi les 
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A.4. LATA' flAL YI.' tOCI1·Y t'IWl"nn, 

AA Latera l velocity pro files 
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A .!; . STATIC pH. ESSUn E PR OFILES 

A.5 Static pressure profi les 
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.4 .6 . Vf;I,OC/,I'}, l'1I0PILE:S ON TilE NORMALIZED SCALE 

A.6 Velocity pl'ofiles o n t he normalized scale 
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A .b". VELOGJT Y l'I(I.n oILES ON 1'11£ NORMALIZED SCALE 
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A ,6'. YELOCITl' PROFILES ON Til E NOI/M IIL/Z ED S CIILE 
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..1 .6. VnO(.' ITY I'RUFfLES ON TilE NORMALIZED 8CAH.' 
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A .S. VELOCtT l' f"WFlL£S ON TJlE NORMAL1Z£D SCALi: 
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A .1. SKIN PH.IGTIUN r;UI:F'~'IC;I';NT, C"'" 
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04 .7. SKIN f'/lI r 'l'lON r Ol1:FF ID I ENT, C ... x 
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A .7. SKIN FIlleT/ ON CO!.'FF'lCIENT, c •.• 
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Appendix B 

Calibration of instruments and 
data acquisition 

B.l Pressure Thansducer 

All the pr(,sslln~s were llleasllred by Ilse of an Illt ra low diif('l'ential pres

surc transduccr, modd DP850V2P5 from Valiciync Engin('('ring. To allow 

for measuremcnts of ultra low pressures, the Validyne transducer uscs the 

variable reluctance method of transduction in its design. \Yith this method 

over alllplification of the sensor signals is not IH:,('(kd, hence contributing 

greatly to system stability and aCC1ll'acy. The pressure-sensing elclllent is a 

stainless steel diaphragm clamped between case halves of the sallle material 

in a s.\'nlllldrical assclllbly. Pick-of[' ('oils (~llll)('dd('d ill the ('ase halv('s sewH'd 

defiection of the diaphragm in response to applied pressure. Self-contained 

electronics provided excitation to the pick-ofF coils and translated diilphragm 

lllovement into a 0-5 V dc output for convenient use. 

The transducer's pressure range was 0-2.5 inches of water equivalent to a 

full range pressure of G23 Pa. The transducer had barbed fittings for 1/ -! inch 

internal diameter hose for the pressure connections. The maximulll absolute 

error of the data acquisition card used to digitize the transducer voltage 
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B.l. PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 

signals was 2mV. This corresponoed to ±0.25 Pa. \Yithin the uncertainty 

of the AjD conversion, the resolution of the transducer was ±0.25 Pa. The 

accuracy of the transducer was specified as ±1.5% full scale (best fit straight 

line), which included non-linearity, hysteresis amI non-repeatabili ty. 

Calibration was carrieo out using a Pitot-static tube with Tee junctions at 

both the static and total tube connections. Each Tee junction was connected 

to an inclined alcohol manometer at one outlet ano to the transoucer at 

the other. The Pitot-static tube was placed in a low turbulence intensity 

(0.4%) wind tunnel with variable air velocity. For a given wind speed, the 

transducer output voltage was read and the corresponding pressure based 011 

the manufacturer's best-fit curve comput('d. The computations were based 

on Eqs.B.l and 8.2. The linearity of the manometer reading was found to 

be within ± 1.1 % of the manufacturer's specification. 

(2.5 x 0.0254 x Pwat X g) X Vtran Ptra = -'-----------'-----'-----
5 

(B.l) 

Pm an = (Jman x 9 x l sin e (B.2) 

where Ptra and Pman were the transducer and manometer difi"erential pressures 

respectively, {lwat and {Jman were tll(~ wat('r alld lllHllOltldric flllid d<'llsitics 

respectively. e was the inclination of the alcohol manometer and '~ra was 

the transducer voltage. The manometer was inclined at 30°. The specific 

gnlYity of the manometric fluid (ethanol) was 0.82. Since the resolution 

of the manometer scale was 0.5 mm, the maximum possible error expected 

from human reading errors were within ±0.25 mm. Figure B.l shows the 

calibration curve for the transducer. 
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n,:;, SCANlVALVE 
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Figure B.l: Pressure transducer calibratio11 curve 

Scanivalvc 

A pressure sampling scanner model ·18J9 Sca11ivalve from S<:aninllve Co-

ojwmtioll w,~~ UKcd for me'~~llrill~ "",ltipie prC>;><llfCK ill conjunction with 

the OPS<>IJV2P" tral1sdllC€f. It was designed to uS(' Ol1e integral pressure 

trcuLsdm:pr with its zPToilLf!, circllit t" d o (,lIP work o[ 18 trau~dllecrK awl 18 

cirCllits, The tranoolJ(;cr was scquclJliall,1' eOlJlJccl('(1 to the variOllS pressu re 

ports ~ia a radial ho i" in I h" rotor t.hat t.PrIni11at<>ci at HIP (·oll,,<.J.or hoi" 

As thc rotor rotated. this collector holc pm;scd lmdcr (he prcsslJ[c ports in 

t,he ~tCltOr. E>l.Ch prC>;><lln' port wal< dudcd from thc block to its port in the 

~tatof. The rotor was driven by a SOIP110id. which was controlled by a l'TRL2 

sol{'lIoid cOlLtroller wHh H step HlLd hOllle [llllctalTl. Thc Hol{'noirl cOlLtroller 
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B.3. YAW METER STEADY STATE CALIBRATION 

had an automatic stepping function with speed adjustmcnt. The position of 

the rotor was tracked using an optical emitter transmitting to an oddl even 

decoder. The odd I even decoder was a fiip-fiop counter whose output was an 

8-bit BINY number displayed on a screen and a binar.\' digitalllllmher that 

was read through a (,Olll}>lltcr. The salllpling rates w(,r(, us('r ddilled allowillg 

a maximum of 200 Hz. 

The Scanivalve was tested for internal leakage at manufacture hy pump

ing and sealing each tubulation at 2-1 inches of mercury (82.5kPa) with a 

total included volume of 5 cubic centimeters. The acceptable leakage level 

was a drop of 5 inches (17.2kPa) per hour. This was equivalent to a drop 

of 20.87r. per hour. External leakages at the vinyl tuhe conncctions on the 

Scanivalve pneumatic connector output were checkcd b)· use of a DPI 1U1O 

Portable Precision Pncumatic calibrator. From the calibrator, a pressure of 

0.5 bar was applied for 10 minutes to each port and the pressnre drop over 

time noted. The maximum pressure drop corresponded to 11.-1% drop per 

hour. This was within the acceptable range. Furthermore. the actual experi

ments were conducted at pressures well below 0.1 bar. Leakages were further 

checked using soapy water around the vinyl COllllections and checking for the 

formation of any bubbles. No leakages were observed. 

B.3 Yaw meter steady state calibration 

The calibration of the yaw meter probe was conduct cd in a low turbulence 

intensity wind tunnel. It was based on the pressure measurements sensed by 

the three tubes of the probes over a matrix of yaw angles, which exceeded 

the flow angles expected in the flow-field to Jw measured. It was rotated to 

cover yaw angles~), within the range of -120° < l' < 120° in increments 

of 2°. The reference probe null direction was selected as the direction of 
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B.3. YAW METER STEADY STATE CALIBRATION 

t he centreline of the probe tip in line wit h the main flo\\' direction when the 

pressures recorded from the off-center tubes \\'ere equal to each other. At 

this reference direction, l' = 00. The pressure measured at the central tube 

of the probe in this reference position was the total (stagnation) pressure of 

t he flo\\' , PI. 

The dynamic pressure in this position was measured by taking the differ

ential pressure between the total pressure and static pressure from a static 

pressure tapping on the sidewall of the tunnel. The pressures sensed from 

the tubes of the probe were recorded separately for each yaw angle setting 

of the probe with respect to the reference position, and the non-dilllensional 

calibration parameters calculated in t('rms of pressures and resultant flow 

velocity q silllilar to the OlWS spe('ified by Yajllik and Gupta [lOJ], 13ry('1' and 

Pankhurst [10el] and Rhagava,et al. [lOS] and given in Eqs.B.3 to B.S. 

(B.3) 

(BA) 

s = PI - Pc 
P ]) I) 

(' - Tn 
(I3. 5) 

where Pt and PI' cue the pressures sensed by the off-center tubes, Pm = 

(PI + Pr) /2, is the mean pressure for the off-center pressures, Pc is the pressure 

measured by the central tube, and Pt is the local total pressure that would 

be measured by the probe if it were at null-position. 

r..lorrison et al. [106], Gundogdu and Carpinlioglu [107]. and Pisasale and 

Ahmed [108] have shown that these functions can be established by direct 

calibration at one Reynolds 1l11mber then applied to a range of Reynolds 
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B.J. YAW METER STEADY STATE CALIBRATION 

numhers, Calibr"tioll of the pro]", used in this st1i(iv w aR dOll(' at L~ TII/~_ 

Whenlargp angles of .law are sought , the .law calibration parameter, 1(11;), 

ill this kchIllqU<' tellfb to I'loduc<' a ~ illg1tl arit'· whell tb,' sigH in tli" d~lIom

inator dumges, Ille"ning t.hat at ()JW point , the value of the ( lel ~)millator is 

zero alld a discont illuity ill f(vJ) lli obtained a,,; call b~ seen in figure 8.2 ill 

the ueigh bmhoml of ±.';(jO , 

• 

50 

·20 

· 30 

~4 0 

~50 

Figl)t<, H 2: Yaw alll,I,' eaiihratioIll'ar"IIl('t"r f(~I}} for 120':::: ~,":s 120" 

III thi~ [(·ganl , durin)!, mNISllri'TIH'llts. it wa.~ ('Ilsur"d tha t t Il<' <ienomina-

tor Pc - I'm always remainl"d posit ive. This requirement meant that whi le 

determilling tlH' lesul taIl1. w ]ol'it.y q. ]"lB&\ Oil the ,lyllami(' pressure calibra

tion paJ"ameter Sp. the squa r~ root of a llegative HIlue was newr em'ollllt''[e<l. 

A>; Call b!' obs!'nwl [rom figun ' H 2. til!' pattern """"",,1 to n'p"al. itsd[ ~[t"r 

ev~ry 900 and h~Tlce the chart was truTicated to cowr -4~' < >j) < 4~'. This 

oh·",rvation wa.~ a1",) r"ported bY Dry,,!" a!l(i Pa(Jkhu r>;t [lfH]. a!l(1 Ligralli 

da!. [l ]i] 

For the large nUlllb ~r of me,!suremeTit points . the chart r~a diTig method 

of the cali\Jlat ion parameters proved to be vrrv tedious. ('ollsequent.h', the 
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B.:;. YAW METER STEADY STATE CALllJRATION 

linear por tions of the calibrat ion clw.rls were defineQ and polynomial de-

script ions of theS€ portions dewloped t o make t~ analysis easier through a 

thaI the lineal' portion of the cutW was bdwren -1.'1 < f (1f·) < l.:W which 

corresponded to - 16' < lL' < 14' and is de;;.crihed by Eq,B.6. 

f (w) = (),()2!15 + () 0Il961i, (I3.bj 

u • 

'" ~ 

" , 
e • 

" • , • • • , 
·45 _15 ." .5_

2 " " " " • • • 
• 

, , 
• 

" • ., 

\\'ithiJL th is region. the dYllamic pr""Slll'P Qp, and total prR~snre, Sp_ 

calibration paramNers both produce a one-on·one relationship with 1/! as can 

be.>eel! from both fi)',llrps BA aIJd I3 5 80th ClI' aJLd 51' wi thin thi~ regioll 

""",re curve filwd using sixth order polynomials given in Eq,B.7. 

- (N,-' + :h,b")x lO-" 

Sp - 0.0079 - (e)l/! - 3lb2}xlO { - (>1,3 + 51iJ4)xiO (> 

+ (2(htf' + h ')"lx lO-" 

(B.7) 
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B.:1. YAW METER STEADY STATE CALlBRATION 

'" 
'" • • • • • • • .. • • 06 • • • • • • 

• (J,5 • 
• " • 

• 0 "' • 
• 

'" • • 

• 0.' • 
• 

"' 
4 .• - 1.1 l~ 2.1 

Yaw angle 'flu 

F'igurp BA: Y»w angl~ eaiibratioll param~k'l' f (w) for _450 :'0: ¢ s: 456 

• 

• • • 
• • 

• 
• • 

• 05 • • • • • • • • • • • .. • 

-" -35 ·25 " 
, • l~ " -;~ " 

Yaw angle V'iJ 

FigUf!' B.5' Yaw angle eaiii>m.tioll parameter /(11') for _456 s: \'J s: 456 

'I" ('!lsur!' thnt P, - P,,, rem8-i",,,j p<>sitiw, ilIl(1 -1 .4 < j(\',) < 1.26, the 

"lim'S of i(,1» a.nd Pc - Pm were monitored ill real time through the d81a 

acquisition softw8.n'. \\'hem'ycr t1w two t:()[Jdit;OIlH ",cn- I10! llld, tlo" proll<' 
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B.3. YAW METER STEADY STATE CALIBRATION 

was rotated to a better, but known reference orientation that was read off the 

protractor. The flow direction and velocity Kere then established relative to 

the adjusted probe orientation. Finally, the flow direction was transformed 

so that it was referenced to the geometric null-probe direction. 

At a given probe location, the pressures from the three tubes were read 

and /(0) calculated according to Eq.B.3. \\'ith /('11') known, the flow yaw 

angle t ',. was calculated from Eq.B.6. Finally. from the curve fitting polyno

mials. Qp and Sp were established from the calculated \'alue of 7.;'. Since Pc 

and Pc - Pm at this location are known. the local magnitudes of the resultant 

velocity q and total pressure Pt. were evaluated from Eqs.B.4 and B.5, re

spectively. Further, the local static pressures were established by subtracting 

the dynamic pressure ~(Jq2. from the total pressure. Equation B.8 shows the 

evaluation of the \'elocity components u and l' \\'ith respect to the .r and :y 

directions. respectively. 

u = q cosv 
(B.8) 

l' = q sm V 

After calibration. the probe was mounted in the test section and set at a 

known yaw allgle l'clat iw to the axial din~d iOll of the diH\v·;cl'. At an inlet 

duct velocity of 15 m/s. the three pressures from the three tubes of the yaw 

meter \\"ere read. and the flow angleu and resultant \'Clocity q determined 

using the calibration equations. \\'hile still at the same probe location, the 

probe \yas rotated until the null position \\'as obt ained. The flo\\' angle was 

read off the yaw meter protractor and the flO\\' wlocit\, determined from 

the differential pressure measured betKeen center tube which would now be 

mea.suring Pt and the averaged wall static pressures. 

Using this procedure. the error introduced b~' using the calibration equa

tions instead of the null-reading technique were established. This process 
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B.4. CONSTANT TEMPERATURE ANEMOMETER 

was repeated at several locations within the test section as shown in table 

B.l. The average error obtained in using the calibration charts as opposed 

to the null reading method in measuring the fiow angle was 0.81°. This was 

acceptable considering that the resolution of the protractor was 1°. The rms 

error in velocity measurement was l.37%. 

Table B.1: Testing for the accuracy of the yaw meter probe 

Location, y /~Tl i'Jormalized velocity u/U1 Flow direction t,O 

Equations Null-reading Equations ::.J ull- reading 

4.10 -25.68 -25.00 0.72 0.71 

4.00 -25.29 -25.00 0.73 0.72 

3.80 -26.00 -25.00 0.72 0.72 

3.70 -25.81 -25.00 0.71 0.72 

3.60 -25.10 -24.00 0.71 0.70 

3.50 -25.61 -25.00 0.69 0.69 

3.40 -25.35 -24.00 0.67 0.68 

3.30 -24.90 -24.00 0.65 0.65 

3.20 -24.65 -24.00 0.63 0.63 

3.10 -24.39 -22.50 0.60 0.60 

3.00 -23.61 -24.00 0.57 0.56 

B.4 Constant temperature anemometer 

Inlet velocity profiles and turbulence intensities were measured by use of a 

TSI constant temperature linearized anemometer (eTA) model 1054B. The 

sensor was a 5-micron platinum coated tungsten wire model 1212-Tl.5. It 

v;as welded to a pair of L-shaped gold plated stainless steel needles that 

v;ere mounted on a probe support. \Vith this arrangement. the sensor v;as 

upstn·Cl.lll of th(' probe, l'csnltillg ill lllinimal f!0\\" disturbance b~" th(' probe 
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B.4. CONSTANT TEMPERATURE ANEMOMETER 

support. The probes were provided with a plug-type connector to fit into 

a probe support. thus providing an electrical connection to the anemometer 

electronics. The probe support was connected to the anemometer through 

a 1.9 m long tri-axial cable. The sensor was set to operate on a 5: 1 bridge 

l'Cltio with Cl control resistClnce of G40. Figure B.G ~hows the dimensiolls 

of the probe used. The probe support was 0.5 m long. The anemometer 

had a frequency response of up to 10 kHz. Based on the manufacturer's 

specification, the linearizer voltage output was accurate to within 0.5%. 

r---- 38(150\ --------1 

Figure B.6: The L-shaped hot-wire probe 

The anemometer was calibrated in a low turbulence intensity (0,4%) cal

ibration jet against a Pitot-static tube whose dynamic (differential) pressure 

v;as processed through the DP850V2P5 pressure transducer. Equation B.9 

shows the linearized equation used for velocity measurements. Based on this 

equation, the calibration data was linear to within ±0.67c. 

U = 3.2Elin (B.9) 

v;here u and Elin were the air instantaneous velocit~· and eTA linearizer out-

puts. n~sp('ctivel:v. Tlw nllS fluctuatillg velocity, Vi v;as calculated according 

to Eq.B.10. Hence. the turbulencc intcnsity could be established. 

Vi = .~ t ('Ui _ "~ t'lli) 2 

i=l 1 

(B.10) 

\\·here .V was the number of readings sampled at a frequcnc~' of 10 KHz for 3 

seconds. Three sets of readings were takcn in time steps of 10 seconds. The 
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B.S. DATA ACQUlSITION 

30 

10 

000 ' .00 
CIA Lincaruct Oulput tV) 

x CT A Lmoanzor 

-- Be,1 Fil LIne 

.00 '"00 

Figau' lJ.i, (" I A iilH'<ilUel ('alibrati()n curve 

UU"J.Ij and the nllS fillctUf<tiJlg velocit ies, awi th" turbulence iutensi ties Were 

th ~n cakuiBl{'(1 from lh~ r~sulli Tlg HHHyS before diS('ard ing the Hrray" n'll-dy 

for the next position. 

The ~alihrati()ll WaS chf'Ck"d each t ime twtnre a.llY measurement" w~re 

carri('d (JUt. FigUl(' B.; shows th" Ciuibratioll ,'nfve used at all t imes dmiIlg 

this study_ 

D.5 Data acquisition 

The fundamental task of aU measurement systems is the mea,5urem€ut ami 

qlliring Hnd ,..J1netinws &n&ly7ing the m e8"ure!ll('Tlls taken. !;"U8.lIy. the pri-
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B.6. LAB VIEW CODING 

mary parameter measured is of no physical meaning until it is processed. 

Examples of such parameters are voltages and currents. Data acquisition 

enables the conversion of these physical signals into digital formats and their 

transfer into a computer and subsequent processing into their final physically 

meaningful form. 

The voltage signals from the pressure transducer and CTA were digitized 

through an Eagle plug-in PCI 730 data acquisition board (DAQ). The board 

had a 32-bit PCI bus architecture which v,as PCI 2.2 compatible and with a 

14-bit analogue input resolution. The board \vas powered at +5 V de at 1.3A. 

The analogue input range \vas set at ±5 V. The maximum sampling rate was 

100 kHz v;ith a maximum output absolute error of ±2 m V. The board had 

an internal IDC40 connector for digital I/O, through which the Scanivalve 

solenoid controller and ° /E decoder were interfaced to the computer. 

The board was supported by a powerful application program interface 

(EDRE) through which the physical instruments could be controlled from the 

-:.Jational Instruments' LabVIE\;Y software by creation of \'irtual instruments 

(VIs) to imitate the physical instruments. These VIs interfaced/translated 

information between a Lab VIE\\, graphic user interface and the physical 

instruments via the PCI 730 board. 

B.6 Lab VIEW coding 

-:.J ational Instrument's Lab VIE\"" is a software that is designed to communi

cate \\'ith computer hardware such as data acquisition. \'ision. and motion 

control de\'ices and GPIB. PXI, VXI. RS-232. and RS-485 instruments. It 

is a graphical programming language that uses icons inst('ad of lines of text 

to create applications. In contrast to text-based programming languages. 

where instructions determine program execution. Lab VIE\\, uses dataflow 
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B.6. LAB VIEW CODING 

programming. where the flow of data determines execution. 

Lab VIE\\, programs are called virtual instruments. or VIs, because their 

appearance and operation imitate physical instruments. Every VI uses func

tions that manipulate input from a front panel and display that information 

or move it to other files or other computers. Virtual illstrulllcntatioll can be 

used to create a complete and customized system for test. measurement, and 

industrial automation by combining different hardware and soft,,'are compo

nents. 

In this research, two VIs and five sub-VIs (equivalent to subroutines in 

line text programming) were created, Through these VIs. controL acquisition 

and processing of the voltage signals from the pressure transducer and eTA 

was done in (l('(:ordallcP with the data flow logic shown ill figure 3.10. The 

processed data was then saved to an Excel spreadsheet for further analysis. 
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